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Borel Singularities in the High Energy Limit of QCD 

Kevin David Anderson 

This thesis discusses evidence for corrections of possible non-perturbative origin 

to the leading logarithmic (1/z) approximation of QCD. It is found that gluon 

radiation generated by a high energy quark-antiquark system provides a frame-

work to incorporate a running gauge coupling appropriate for sampling a wide 

range of momenta. By using the Borel transform, the argument of the coupling 

in terms of impact parameters is deduced in this framework and an integral equa-

tion is formulated in Borel space to describe the evolution of the gluon density 

with rapidity. It is shown that the action of the kernel of this equation repro-

duces the BFKL result in the fixed coupling limit. The action of the kernel on a 

conformally invariant function is studied to determine deviations from the 6xed 

coupling limit and a series of singularities in the Borel plane are detected. The 

relevance of these singularities to physical processes is discussed. A scheme to 

determine the Borel plane singularities of the gluon cascade arising in deep in-

elastic scattering is introduced and the position of these singularities is found 

after transforming the kernel to a form amenable to numerical analysis. The 

existence of a leading pole in the Borel plane corresponding to 1/Q^ power cor-

rections is established. The importance of these power corrections relative to the 

perturbative result is estimated. 
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Chapte r 1 

In t roduct ion 

Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is now an accepted part of the standard model 

of particle physics, successfully describing many experimentally observed aspects 

of the strong interaction. In spite of this statement, there are many challeng-

ing problems which still require to be addressed. One such challenge concerns 

processes where two large but disparate momentum scales are present. Starting 

from a perturbative framework, this study concentrates on identifying the nature 

of the corrections to these processes which are due to effects arising from low 

momentum scales. 

Hadron-hadron scattering processes which are governed solely by low momentum 

scales have been studied for many decades and it is observed that the total 

hadronic cross section rises slowly with centre of mass energy. This kinematic 

regime cannot be investigated using perturbative QCD. Regge theory, which will 

be reviewed in chapter 2, is currently the only tool available to model processes 

at low momentum scales. Over the last twenty years, an understanding has 

emerged on the treatment of high energy scattering processes in which there is a 

sufficiently hard momentum scale present so that QCD perturbation theory can 



be applied but in which there exists a much larger scale also. 

Deep inelastic lepron-hadron scattering at small Bjorken-z is such a process where 

a highly virtual photon probe provides a hard scale and the square of the centre 

of mass energ}' of the photon-proton system provides another much larger scale. 

It is found that in order to make any predictions, the full perturbation series in 

Qs has to be approximated by considering a resummed set of leading terms only. 

These terms contain large logarithms in (1/z) which dominate the perturbation 

series at all orders. At fixed coupling, the evolution equation in ln( l /z ) which 

results is known as the BFKL equation [1, 2]. Its solution predicts that F2, the 

proton structure function, should rise far more rapidly with the centre of mass 

energy than is observed in the case of total hadronic cross sections. In chapter 2, 

the BFKL formulation will be reviewed and evidence to suggest that a running 

coupling should be employed within this approximation will be presented. 

The fact that such different types of behaviour are observed when contrasting 

processes governed by soft and hard momentum scales may not be surprising but 

it is interesting to ask whether there is any way in which they can be related. 

Note that it is not expected that one should be able to describe soft scattering 

from Srst principles in perturbative QCD: however it might be hoped that the 

understanding which has been gained from the perturbative approach could be 

extended to indicate how the BFKL behaviour could be 'softened'. Further mo-

tivation for the need to extend the BFKL formalism comes from recent results 

published by the HERA ep scattering facility which shall be discussed in more 

detail later. Although the structure functions are observed to rise rapidly with 

centre of mass energy, the rise is lower than the leading logarithmic BFKL pre-

diction. Another problem with the original BFKL prediction is that it violates 

the Froissart bound which states that cross sections cannot rise faster than In^ a 

at high energies without violating unitarity constraints. Incorporating unitarity 



corrections into ibe BFKL equation has also attracted much effort recently [3] 

but will not be considered in this study. 

It shall be demonstrated that the colour dipole formalism [4, 5] which also gen-

erates the leading logarithmic approximation in I/3; provides a clear way of in-

troducing a running coupling. The colour dipole method with fixed coupling is 

reviewed in chapter 3. Fully incorporating a running coupling into the scattering 

amplitudes would of course be an enormous task and a full set of next to leading 

order terms would also have to be evaluated. In this study, the effect of diffusion 

into the infra-red region will be studied using the renormalon calculus where am-

plitudes are transformed into the Borel plane. A brief review of the renormalon 

formalism is presented in chapter 4. 

In chapter 5, a Borel transformed expression for the running coupling in momen-

tum space is used to determine Borel space amplitudes in the dipole approach. 

By formally invening the Borel transform, the argument of the running coupling 

in the dipole approach is determined in terms of transverse coordinate variables. 

An integral equation in Borel space describing how the number of gluons (or 

dipoles) changes with centre of mass energ}- is also developed here. Naturally, it 

is important tha: the application of the kernel of this equation yields the same 

results as the BFKL kernel in the fixed coupling limit. This issue is addressed in 

chapter 6 where rhe properties of the kernel in Borel space are also studied. 

It will be shown that it is possible to model structure functions in terms of dipole 

scattering cross sections and the approach used in this study is discussed in 

chapter 7. By convoluting the kernel with an expression for the process 7* —> qq, 

where the virtual photon 7* has virtuality — t h e singularity structure of the 

dipole cascade can be found. Due to the complexity of the integrations which 

need to be performed, this is carried out numerically. 



Having identi&ed the leading singularity in the Borel plane, a possible scheme for 

estimating the magnitude of the power corrections which emerge when inverting 

the Borel transform is introduced in chapter 8. The importance of the power 

correction terms over a range of is examined. 



Chapte r 2 

A Review of t he Strong 

Interact ion in the Regge Limit 

In this chapter, the study of the strong interaction in the high energy limit is 

reviewed. The first part of this chapter provides a very brief overview of the fun-

damental results of QCD. A more rigourous and wide ranging treatment of QCD 

than that which is presented here can be found in a standard text [6]. The Regge 

limit of the strong interaction is introduced and the nature of hadron-hadron 

scattering amplitudes in this limit is reviewed in terms of Regge theory. Follow-

ing the definition of the scaling variable x in section 2.3 the small-x limit of QCD 

perturbation theory is reviewed and the BFKL equation is introduced. Reasons 

for implementing a ninning gauge coupling in the BFKL equation are presented 

and the difEculty of choosing the appropriate argument with which to run the 

coupling in order to study low momentum regions in this approach is highlighted. 

Finally in this review, a link is established between BFKL predictions and the 

recent experimental low Bjorken-x deep inelastic scattering da ta from the HERA 

collider. 



2.1 Quan tum Chromodynamics a n d Running a,. 

Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is the non-Abelian gauge theory which de-

scribes the strong interaction within the Standard Model of particle interactions. 

In QCD, the observed particle spectrum of hadrons and mesons are composed 

of elementary particles called quarks and antiquaries whose interactions are me-

diated by gluons. All these elementary particles carry colour charge and trans-

form according to representations of the gauge group 5'f7(3). The richness of 

the particle interactions which occurs within QCD can be traced to the classical 

Lagrangian density, 

= ^ (2-1) 
4 

where 

(2 .2) 

Note that as only the classical Lagrangian density has been considered here, 

gauge fixing and ghost terms have not been included, see [6] for details. In 

(2.1,2.2) the indices o, 6 run over the three degrees of freedom of the quarks and 

the indices .4, B. C run over the eight degrees of freedom tha t the gluons possess. 

The matrices M are the generators of the fundamental representation of SU(3) 

and /ABC are the structure constants of ^'(/(S). The last term on the right hand 

side of (2.2) allows self interactions between gluons with the possibility of three 

or four gluon interaction terms. Using the full Lagrangian of QCD, a set of 

Feynman rules can be derived to describe the tree level vertices and propagators 

of the theory [6]. 

If one wishes to extend the tree level amplitudes which can be calculated directly 



from these QCD Feynman rules, quantum loop corrections must be inserted into 

the basic graphs. This process introduces infinities which emerge by performing 

integrals over internal momenta and these divergences must be removed consis-

tently. Renormalisation of the parameters in the Lagrangian has been developed 

to treat these divergences. The process of renormalisation is not central to this 

study and an introduction can be found in Sterman [7]. A feature of renormali-

sation which is important however, is that renormalisation schemes introduce an 

arbitrary momentum scale // into the theory. Using the renormalisation group 

equations, it can be shown that the effect of changing the momentum scale on a 

physical observable can be encoded in an effective or running coupling Pa(ga,t) 

defined in terms of the renormalised QCD coupling Qs and the scaling variable 

^ = ^ln(Q^///^) where is the momentum scale governing the process under 

consideration. The running coupling is then found to obey 

where the J function relates changes in to changes in //. The nature of the J 

function will determine the behaviour of the theory in the asymptotic limit. A 

study of the (3 function in QCD [8, 9] showed that QCD is an asymptotically free 

theory so that the coupling vanishes at large momentum scales. The ^ function 

can be approximated by 

3 = + 0 ( g ) . A = ^ ( y ' V . - (2.4) 

where the coefficient /3o can be determined by evaluating one loop corrections to 

tree level vertices. Solving (2.3) with this approximation, it is found that the 

scale dependence of the coupling is 



where 0;̂  is deGned in terms of by 

qr̂  
a , = T^ (2.6) 

47r 

A perturbative expansion in is reliable as long as is large, so that <K 1. 

In this case, is termed to be a A W momentum scale. In order to quantify 

what 'large' means, it is useful to introduce a scale AQCf, which is the scale at 

which the coupling in (2.5) formally diverges 

Processes with % •'^qcd cannot be treated reliably within perturbation the-

ory. Advances have been made in understanding the strong interaction at these 

low momentum scales using lattice simulations, although this approach is not 

available to study the scattering processes which will be considered in future 

chapters. 

2.2 Regge Theory 

In the early 1960's the great advances in the understanding of the strong inter-

action which were motivated by the first results from deep inelastic scattering 

experiments had not yet been made. The experimental data which was available 

consisted of hadron-hadron scattering events governed by soft momentum scales 

of the order of the hadron masses. It was impossible for theorists to formulate a 

quantum Geld theory of the strong interaction to interpret this kinematic regime. 

Instead, using a set of general principles derived from constraints placed on the 

scattering matrix [10], a theoretical framework was developed following initial 

work on quantum scattering by Regge [11]. The key results of Regge theory are 



Figure 2.1: Reggeon exchange in 2 —> 2 particle scattering 

presented here and a more rigonrous treatment is provided by Collins [12]. 

Consider the 2 —> 2 particle scattering process ^ ccf, illustrated in Eg. 2.1 

where g and ( are the usual Mandelstam variables. If all the particles have the 

same mass m, the scattering angle angle for the s-channel process is 

2t 
COŜ  = l- i ; r (2.8) 

The amplitude of the related ^-channel process (ac W) can be decomposed 

in terms of a partial wave expansion. This corresponds to the exchange of a 

series of particles in the ^-channel which possess different angular momenta I. 

Employing the crossing symmetry of Mandelstam variables [10], one Ands the 

s-channel decomposition to be 

00 / 9 \ 
= + 1 + ^ ^ (2.9) 

1=0 ^ ^ 

where the transformation s t has been made in (2.8). In (2.9), P( is a Legendre 

polynomial of degree f and a/(t) is the partial wave amplitude. An analytic contin-

uation of (2.9) can be performed converting the series into a contour integration 

over a complex valued ( using a Sommerfeld-Watson transform [13, 14]. After 

9 



some detailed complex analysis, one Gnds that /l(a, contains a series of poles 

in the complex /-plane whose positions Z, are determined by Regge trajectories 

li — Ofj(i). 

The objective in this thesis is the study of the Regge limit of the strong interaction 

which is defined by the inequality |̂ | a. If one makes the assumption that 

only one dominant or leading Regge trajectory contributes, the scattering 

amplitude has the form 

(2.10) 
a-+oc 

in the Regge limit. The s dependence of (2.10) suggests tha t one can regard the 

zig-zag line in fig. 2.1 as the exchange of an object with angular momentum a{t) 

called a reggeon. Equivalently. it can be regarded as the combined contribution 

from the (-channel exchange of a family of particles carrying the correct quantum 

numbers and which satisfy a(m^) = j where m and j are the masses and spins 

of these particles respectively. For a particular family of meson states, Chew and 

Frautschi [15, 16 determined that the reggeon trajectory is linear with an inter-

cept Ag ~ 0.5. When these predictions were used to fit d a t a for the differential 

cross section of a process where the relevant quantum numbers were exchanged, 

it was found that they provided a good fit to the data. 

The total cross section can be related to the amplitude using the optical theorem 

which in general relates the total cross section for the scattering of a two particle 

state !%> to the imaginary part of the elastic scattering amplitude In the 

Regge limit, the optical theorem takes the form 

= 3nvl»(5,0) = ^ (2.11) 

It is observed that all data for total hadronic cross sections shows a gradual rise 

10 



at large s. If one retains the intercept of the leading Regge trajectory Q!(0) only, 

it can be shown chat 

ctot oc (2.12) 

If 0:3(0) were the intercept of the dominant Regge trajectory then (2.12) indi-

cates that the total cross section should vanish in the asymptot ic limit, contrary 

to the observed data. According to the Pomeranchuk theorem [17], a further uni-

versal Regge trajectory carrying the quantum numbers of the vEicuum ajid with 

intercept Q;p(0) > 1 should be introduced to account for this rise. This Regge 

trajectory- was initially called the pomeron. As the scattering processes in which 

it participates are governed by soft scales alone, it is now often referred to as the 

pomeroTi. Donnachie and Landshoff [18] have fitted total cross sections for 

pp and pp scattering , using the Gt 

= XgO 08 + -45 (2.13) 

where .Y and are ht parameters. One can make the identification a!p(0) 2:: 1.08. 

As can be seen from 6g. 2.2, reproduced from [18], the ht agrees over a wide range 

of centre of mass energies. 

It is perhaps not surprising to learn that the soft pomeron is very poorly un-

derstood within OCD. Given the low momentum scales governing the processes 

in which it appears, a perturbative description is not possible. A model moti-

vated by QCD to describe the soft pomeron has been developed by Landshoff 

and Nachtmann 19] and some of the results from this approach have been suc-

cessfully tested on the lattice [20]. At the current time however, Regge theory 

still provides the best method of modelling total hadronic cross sections. 

11 
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Figure 2.2: Total cross section data for pp and pp, fitted by (2.13) 

2.3 The High Energy Limit of Q C D Per tu rba -

tion Theory 

The approximation to the complete QCD perturbation series which is discussed 

in this section is relevant to hadronic processes where only a very small fraction 

of the initial large energy of the colliding particles takes p a r t in the hard collision. 

Such a process will contain two large scales, generically labelled here by and 

g, where s. It is useful to deSne the ratio 

r 
s 

(2.14) 

so that the high energy limit of QCD describes the small-z kinematic regime. 

Note that so that perturbation theory can be applied to analyse this 

process. The small-x region of perturbation theory is also sometimes called the 

semihard or Regge region. 

12 



The perturbative series for an observable takes the form 

0(1 , q') = ^ Q," E In" ( ; ) (2-15) 
71=0 m=0 ^ 

At each order in perturbation theory, the small coupling a , is accompanied by 

a large logarithm in {1/x) and so all orders of the perturbat ion series contain a 

contribution of the form ln(l/];))" 1. The result of this is that the pertur-

bation series cannot be truncated reliably at finite order. The leading logarithmic 

approximation in 1/x (LLA ( l / r ) ) approximates the full perturbation series by 

retaining the dominant term at each order only, 

(1/̂ ) = ^ a " l n " (2.16) 

Terms of the form a"ln(l/];)'^ with zi > m which are formally non-leading are 

neglected in this approximation. It should also be noted tha t depending on the 

process being considered, the momentum dependent coefficients iii&y contain 

large logarithms in at all orders in perturbation theory. In this discussion, it is 

assumed that these logarithms are dominated by the leading terms in ln(l/a;) at 

each order and are therefore neglected. Away from the small-z region, the QCD 

perturbation series may be dominated by such large logarithmic momentum terms 

and this kinematic regime is treated by the DGLAP equation [21, 22, 23, 24]. 

In order to make predictions using the LLA ( l / z ) approach it is necessary to 

resum the leading terms to all orders in perturbation theory. In the case of colour 

singlet exchange, the LLA {l/x) resummation results in the BFKL equation. At 

lowest order, colour singlet exchange is obtained by the exchange of two gluons 

in the t-channel. The BFKL equation resums all the radiative corrections to the 

Born level contribution within LLA (1/a;). In analogy to colour singlet exchange 

in Regge theory, the amplitude for colour singlet scattering derived from the 

13 



LLA (1/x) is called the BFKL or hard pomeron. 

2.4 The B F K L Equat ion 

In this section, results which arise from the conventional (-channel approach 

to generating the leading logarithmic (l/j;) corrections will be quoted without 

proof. It is important to understand that the results presented here can be 

derived from perturbative QCD and therefore are based on modern quantum 

field theoretical methods. The LLA {l/x) resummation was first developed by 

Balitsky, Fadin, Kuraev and Lipatov [2, 25] (hence BFKL) . A recent detailed 

review which constructs the BFKL pomeron from first principles is presented in 

[26]. The original BFKL evolution equation was constructed at Exed 0;̂  and 

remains frozen in this section also. 

Using the optical theorem (2.11), the imaginary part of the BFKL pomeron 

amplitude at zero momentum transfer can be related to the elastic scattering 

amplitude for 2 quarks — 2 quarks + n, gluons with no net colour exchange in the 

t-channel. The evolution of the amplitude in rapidity (= l n ( l / x ) ) is independent 

of the particles which are scattered and quark scattering has been chosen here 

without loss of generality. It should be noted however, that the scale which the 

coupling is chosen to take is determined by a hard momentum scale coming 

from the scattered particle. 

Retaining leading logarithmic (1/a;) terms only (where 3; = with being 

a typical gluon transverse momentum, see (2.19)), it can be shown that the 

imaginary part of the pomeron amplitude is a ladder like configuration of gluons, 

illustrated in fig. 2.3. Assuming the limit of massless quarks, in the quark-quark 

14 



Figure 2.3: n gluon contribution to the imaginary part of the BFKL pomeron 
amplitude. The dashed line represents the unitarity cut implicit in (2.11) 

centre of mass frame where the incoming quarks are aligned with the z axis, 

( 1 , 0 , 1 ) 

P2 = - ^ ( 1 , 0 , - 1 ) (2.17) 

where the two dimensional second coordinate represents the plane transverse to 

incoming quarks. It is also convenient to write the momentum of the vertical 

gluons in the ladder in terms of Sudakov parameters, 

(2.18) 

15 



is the momentum transverse to the incoming quarks and is denoted by kj. 

In the LLA (1/z), the Sudakov parameters and transverse momenta obey the 

inequalities 

1 3> 0!2 3> 3> 

1 » |/3n+l| » |/)n| » - " » lAI lAI 

Azi Azg (2:̂  - " (2.19) 

where in the last set of approximate equalities denotes a typical transverse 

momentum scale in the ladder. The longitudinal momentum components are 

strongly ordered going down or up the ladder. There is no strong ordering of the 

transverse momenta in the ladder which is a very important property of the gluon 

ladder in LLA (1/x) and this will be discussed in more detail in section 2.4.2. 

The ladder of fig. 2.3 does not have a straightforward interpretation in terms of 

Feynman diagrams but instead should be viewed as a schematic representation of 

the large number of diagrams which contribute to the leading logarithmic ampli-

tude. More specifically, the black blob between the vertical lines with momenta 

ki and /Cj+i in fig. 2.3 is not an ordinary triple gluon vertex but an effective vertex 

which encodes all the ways of adding a gluon with momentum A;, — Ai+i to the 

ladder within the LLA ( l /x ) . The virtual contributions to the amplitude due 

to loop effects can be treated by reggeising all the vertical gluon lines (reggeised 

gluons are graphically represented by a gluon with a bar). In analogy to the 

reggeised particles discussed in section 2.2, the propagator of the i*'' reggeised 

gluon is enhanced by a factor of 

(p) 
over a normal gluon where a, is the centre of mass energy in the section of 

16 



the ladder and aG(^) can be thought of as the gluon Regge trajectory, where 

= 1, indicating that the massless gluon of spin one lies on the trajectory. 

More details of effective vertices and the reggeised gluon can be found in [26, 27] 

and references therein. 

The full amplitude for 2 quark —)• 2 quark scattering at zero momentum transfer 

0) can be found by summing the contributions from the 2 —> 2 + n amplitudes 

for 0 < n < oc. Before discussing the integral equation which embodies the 

resummation, the universal BFKL pomeron amplitude F(3;, ^1,^2) is deSned 

from X(5,0) by 

(2.21) 

where C = Cf/2 .Vc is the colour factor and $ i , $ 2 are known as impact factors 

which describe the way in which the BFKL pomeron couples to the the scattered 

particles. The parameterisation of the amplitude in (2.21) as a convolution of 

the pomeron amplitude and impact factors is used when the elastic scattering of 

hadrons is considered later. It should be noted that the parameterisation of the 

full elastic scattering amplitude is not uniquely defined by (2.21) as the BFKL 

amplitude F can be written as a convolution of two BFKL amplitudes, some of 

which may be absorbed into the definition of the impact factors 

F(z , ki, tg) = / d ^ t F ( i . t i , A ) f ( z / i , &, tg) (2.22) 

where x = k'^/s and for any s < s. In the dipole approach which is reviewed in 

chapter 3, the partitioning of the scattering amplitude will be treated differently. 

The BFKL equation is the integral equation which describes how the BFKL 

pomeron F{x, ki, ^2) evolves in ln(l/a;). For zero momentum transfer, the BFKL 
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equation can be ^Titten as 

F{x, ki, k2) = - 2,2 + [ ~T [^BFRiiki-, k')F{x', k', k2) (2.23) 
Ki Kg Jx ^ J 

with 

NcO!, / d-k' f r / , \ 
TT̂  k')2 ( f ( ^ ' + (2.24) 

The first term in the BFKL kernel ICBFKL encodes the emission of a new gluon 

rung which couples to the vertical section of the ladder via an effective vertex and 

corresponds to a real gluon correction. The second term is related to the reggei-

sation of the ^-channel gluons in the vertical sides of the ladder and corresponds 

to the treatment of virtual gluon corrections. The BFKL kernel is infra-red 6-

nite. This can be seen by noting that the kernel vanishes when k' = ki so 

that there is a cancellation of real and virtual gluon singularities. Viewing the 

BFKL equation as a Bethe-Salpeter equation, it is possible to generate the ladder 

structure of fig. 2.3 by an iterative technique. A diagrammatic representation of 

(2.23) is illustrated in Sg. 2.4. The BFKL equation may also be expressed in 

integro-differential form 

c)f(z, A;i,A:2 
c)ln(l/z) 

y d " % F ; , ^ ( & i , &')F(z, A', Az) (2.25) 

Often the BFKL equation is written in terms of the rapidity variable Y = l n ( l / z ) 

for clarity and thus describes the evolution of the pomeron amplitude F{y = 

l n ( l / i ) , ki, ^2) with increasing rapidity. 
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Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of the BFKL integral equation for the 
pomeron amplitude F. 

2.4.1 Approx imate Solution of the B F K L Equat ion 

The solution of the BFKL equation at zero momentum transfer was developed 

in [1, 2, 28]. The integral equation is solved by using eigenvalue techniques. 

Eigenfunctions of the kernel (p^lk) behave like a power of kr^ and are used to 

define the BFKL spectral function %(i/) 

® (A) (2.26) 

and is the BFKL spectral function which has the leading order expansion 

= 2^(1) — (1 — (z/) (2.27) 

where ip is the logarithmic derivative of the Euler g a m m a function. As % will 

be used again in the running coupling case, the index 0 has been applied to the 

BFKL spectral function to denote that this term corresponds to the fixed coupling 

limit. Retaining only terms which are consistent with the leading logarithmic 
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(1/z) limit, the solution for the amplitude F is found to be 

where 

TT 

(7 == (2 30) 

where C is the Riemann zeta function. The leading order solution exhibits an 

I dependence which invites comparisons with Regge theory. Recalling that a; = 

and using (2.21) the leading behaviour for the amplitude of a scattering 

process /4.(s.0) in which a BFKL pomeron is exchanged is 

gl+Ul 
yl(g, 0) ^ (2.31) 

v l n a 

A much stronger a dependence emerges from the perturbative treatment of the 

Regge limit than is observed at low momentum scales, where it was observed that 

Qp ~ 1.08. For example, if the coupling is evaluated at lOGeV'^, 1 + ~ 0.5. 

The presence of the V m s indicates that the leading BFKL singularity is a branch 

cut in angular momentum space, not an isolated pole like the soft pomeron. 

The reason for this can be traced to the fact that a fixed coupling has been 

used. Lipatov [28] has pointed out that the inclusion of a running coupling will 

transform the branch cut into an isolated pole. 

2.4.2 Runn ing the Coupling in t he B F K L Equat ion 

It has been stated that the BFKL equation does not possess any infra-red singu-

larities and also that the scale used to determine is set by the impact factors 
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which are convoluted with the BFKL pomeron. The inclusion of a running cou-

pling is formally outside the scope of the leading logarithmic (1/z) approximation 

also. Why then should one include a running coupling in the BFKL equation ? It 

can be shown that the solution of the BFKL equation (2.28) allows for diffusion 

in transverse momenta away from the ends of the ladder, see [26]. The logarithm 

of the transverse momentum at some intermediate vertical section of the ladder, 

In k'^ is normally distributed with mean 

I n f J k ^ k : + l n W ) ( 2 - ^ 1 (2.32) 
A n r 

and variance 

where F' < F represents the rapidity at this point on the ladder. Therefore at any 

point of the ladder, there is a probability that arbitrarily large or small transverse 

momenta appear in the loop integrals. This means that non-perturbative physics 

which arises from the region of small momenta cannot be cleanly factorised from 

the perturbative region. The situation for BFKL evolution is therefore in marked 

contrast to DGLAP evolution where the ladder structure obtained from retaining 

leading logarithmic terms in momenta shows strong ordering in transverse mo-

mentum. In the DGLAP regime, the non-perturbative physics can be completely 

separated from the perturbative using factorisation theorems [29]. A study of 

the non-perturbative corrections to the BFKL amplitude is the subject will be 

presented in chapters 5-8. 

As the diffusion in transverse momentum along the ladder means that a wider 

range of transverse momenta contributes to the BFKL amplitude, the amplitude 

is indeed sensitive to the argument of the running coupling at each rung of the 

ladder. One may now ask with which momentum scale should the coupling run in 
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the BFKL equation (2.25): aa(ki) or 0!a(A:') ? It makes little diEerence whether 

the argument of the coupling at a particular rung is set equal to the transverse 

momentum above or below that rung provided that both CKa(A:) and are 

small. In terms of the integral equation this means that one has the freedom to 

set the argument of the coupling equal to the external (unintegrated) value, 

rather than the integrated one k'. The reason for this is that although far enough 

along the ladder transverse momenta whose magnitude differs substantially from 

the value set by the impact factors may be found, the transverse momenta of 

two adjacent sections of the ladder are indeed of the same order. As far as 

perturbation theory is concerned, therefore, a discussion about which transverse 

momentum should be used in the running of the coupling will only affect the 

solutions to the BFKL equation at the sub-leading logarithm level. 

However, if one wishes to consider in more detail the infrared contributions to 

the BFKL amplitude and run the coupling down to scales comparable to ApcD, 

where small changes in the argument lead to substantial changes in the value of 

the coupling, one no longer has the above freedom and a study of the precise pre-

scription for running the coupling becomes pertinent. Such a precise prescription 

is necessary for an analysis of the renormalon structure of the BFKL amplitude 

aimed at identifying non-perturbative power corrections to the amplitude. Levin 

has conjectured that the correct prescription for the coupling is 

His analysis, however, was based on the idea of considering the running of the 

coupling at one rung of the ladder only, whilst keeping the coupling fixed through-

out the rest of the ladder. A systematic treatment requires a prescription which 

can be extended to the entire ladder. The colour dipole method will provide a 

framework in which to introduce the running coupling systematically. 
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p (p) 

Figure 2.5: Deep inelastic ep scattering mediated by a virtual photon. 

2.5 Deep Inelast ic Scat ter ing at Small-z 

A brief review of deep inelastic electron proton scattering (DIS) in the small-a; 

regime is given here. A more rigourous and wide ranging discussion of DIS can 

be found in [31] which also treats the DGLAP approach to DIS not considered 

here. A generic electron-proton scattering process is shown in hg. 2.5. The four 

momenta of the particles taking place in the scattering are shown in parentheses. 

In order to describe the scattering cross section, the following kinematic invariants 

are deGned 

— —q̂  > 0 

2/ = ^ (2.35) 

p • K . 0 2 
9 f 9 

For convenience, the positive invariant has been defined to describe the space-

like momentum of the virtual photon. The centre of mass energy of the photon-
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proton system is given by i r and y expresses the fraction of the incoming electron 

energy which the photon carries in the proton rest frame. For deep inelastic 

scattering in the high energy limit the following inequalities apply 

» Q- » (2.36) 

Neglecting the masses of the external particles in this limit, the Bjorken-z variable 

can be approximated by 

z = ^ => z <K 1 (2.37) 

The presence of the large momentum scale allows a perturbative approach 

to be used. The hadronic contribution to the differential ep cross section can 

be written in terms of two structure functions F2 and F l . Using symmetry and 

Lorentz invariance arguments, it can be shown that 

^ ^ (!1 + (1 - F2(x, Q') - y'F,{x. Q')) (2.38) 

Generally, a third structure function fg is also present which describes weak 

vector boson exchange. In the small T limit however, this third structure function 

will not enter as <K The structure functions and Ff, can be written in 

a form more amenable to calculation by expressing them in terms of zmd , 

the cross sections for scattering with transverse and longitudinal virtual photons 

respectively. 

^(3; , Q^) = {<7L(T,0^) + (7r(r,0^)} 
47r 

F l { x , Q ' ) = - ^ a d x , Q ' ) (2.39) 
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The cross sections and df, can be calculated using the optical theorem by con-

sidering the imaginary part of the amplitude for elastic photon-proton scattering. 

Using (2.21), the cross section can be written as 

C r d'^k^ dk^ 
(2.40) 

where $ r is the impact factor for the transversely polarised photon and is 

the impact factor for the proton (similarly for cr̂ ,). In (2.40), the BFKL ampli-

tude F(z . A;i,A;2) contains the full 2; dependence of cr̂ . According to (2.28) the 

cross sections ar and ai and hence from (2.39) the structure function F2 has a 

theoretical dependence 

F 2 ( z , Q ' ) ( x - ; ^ (2.41) 
V l n ( l / z ) 

Results reported by the ZEUS group at HERA for their 1994 data [32] at low 

X and for a range of Q- are shown in fig. 2.6 which have been reproduced from 

[32]. The data exhibited in fig. 2.6 shows that there is a rapid rise in with 

decreasing z. At Q- = lOGeF^, it is found that the rise is proportional to 

This rise cannot be explained in terms of soft pomeron exchange. On the other 

hand, the prediction from strict LLA (I/2;) BFKL theory predicts a rise which is 

also too fast, proportional to 

In this chapter, the major tools used to study QCD in the high energy limit have 

been introduced and results from recent deep inelastic scattering experiments 

have been briefly discussed. An argument has been provided indicating why a 

running QCD coupling should be used in the LLA (I/3;) approach. In this study, 

the running coupling will be implemented in the QCD dipole approach which is 

discussed in the next chapter. 
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Chap te r 3 

The Q C D Dipole P ic tu re of 

Small-x Processes 

In this chapter the colour dipole description of small-a; processes will be reviewed. 

Introduced independently by iMueller [4] and Xikolaev and Zakharov [5], the 

dipole approach formulates small-x scattering processes in terms of sequential 

emission of colour dipoles in the a-channel from a quark-antiquark bound state 

called an onium. Using an impact parameter representation, it shall be demon-

strated that the pat tern of gluon radiation from the onium in the small-x limit 

admits a simple probabilistic interpretation. An integral equation which describes 

the change in the number of dipoles with increasing rapidity will be discussed and 

it will be shown that the solution to this equation is the same as the BFKL equa-

tion discussed in Chapter 2. Although the formulations of ]\Iueller and Nikolaev 

and Zakharov are equivalent, the approach taken for most of this chapter is closest 

to Mueller and the reader is referred to [3, 4, 33, 34] for more details. 
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P - ki (ro) 

Figure 3.1: gg state with no gluon emission 

3.1 Development of the Dipole Kernel 

The first step in the development of the dipole integral equation is to understand 

the structure of an onium state in the high energy limit. For the purposes of this 

discussion, it is assumed that the mass of the onium is large relative to Agcc 

in order that perturbation theory is applicable. Consider an onium with four-

momentum p. composed of an antiquark and a quark with four-momenta ki and 

p — respectively. The lowest order configuration is where no gluons have been 

emitted and is illustrated in fig. 3.1. The light-cone wavefunction for this state 

is written in terms of the antiquark's transverse momentum and 

which is the longitudinal momentum fraction of the antiquark relative to the 

onium. For reasons of clarity, the spinor indices have been dropped throughout 

this chapter. It is also necessary to introduce the transverse coordinate represen-

tation of the wavefunction which is determined by means of a Fourier transform 

(31) 

The quark and antiquark possess transverse coordinates Vq and r i respectively. 

In this derivation, it can be assumed that the quark has transverse coordinate 

To = 0. In this study, the conventions — Vj and = r f j are followed. 
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p-ki - k-i (ro) 

^ ( n ) 

( a ) E m i s s i o n o f s o f t g l u o n f r o m a n -

t i q u a r k l i n e 

p — ki — k-i (ro) 

• ki (ri 

( b ) E m i s s i o n o f s o f t g l u o n f r o m 

q u a r k l i n e 

Figure 3.2: Emission of a soft gluon with transverse momentum tg (impact pa-
rameter r2) from a dipole with momentum p, in which the antiquark has trans-
verse momentum k i (impact parameter r j . 

The square wavefunction is defined in the usual manner by 

E rio,Zi) )i- (3.2) 

where the sum is over spinor indices. represents the probability of 

an onium state of transverse size rio with no gluon emission, where the antiquark 

possesses longitudinal momentum fraction and $(rio.zi) is normalised such 

that 

(3.3) 

The first order correction to this onium state due to the emission of a real gluon 

can arise in two ways as illustrated in fig. 3.2, where a gluon with transverse 

momentum k2 and impact parameter r2 is emitted from either the antiquark 

or quark. The contribution of virtual gluons will be treated in section 3.3. In 

order to generate the leading logarithmic terms in the perturbative expansion it 

is sufficient to consider the contribution from soft gluons only. The gluon emitted 

in 6g. 3.2 is soft if the longitudinal momentum fraction Z2 of the gluon relative 
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to the onium satisfies the inequalities 

(3.4) 
Zl 1 - Z i 

Note tha t in this chapter , the 'small-x' limit has become the 'small-z' limit due 

to the widely held convention of describing longitudinal momentum fractions in 

this approach by By considering soft gluon emissions only, in light cone gauge, 

Ivlueller [4] determines that the amplitude for one gluon emission is 

^2. Zi, Zz) = + Ao, Zi) - z j ] ^ (3.5) 

where e is the polarisation vector of the gluon. In order to simplify this expres-

sion, the impact parameter representation is introduced by performing Fourier 

transforms on all momentum variables, 

SO that inserting (3.5), 

'€ (3.7) 
\ 2̂1 2̂0 / 

The square of the wavefunction is found by integrating over the phase space of 

the emitted gluon and summing over all colours, polarisations and spinor labels 

7-20,21,Zz)!^. (3.8) 
y 27r y Z2 ^ 

If the transverse part of the gluon polarisation vector e in (3.7) is assumed to be 
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o 
Figure 3.3: Diagrams contributing to 

real, then z,,) can be written as 

zo = /dV.„ r i - 2 M + 
V V Z2 TrZ 

x$(° ) (r io ,z i ) (3.9) 

Note that the integral over rgo in (3.9) is ultra-violet divergent. This divergence 

will be treated more carefully in section 3.3. The origin of the three terms in the 

integrand of (3.9) is illustrated in hg. 3.3 . At this stage, it may be necessary 

to point out the advantage of using the impact parameter space representation. 

The time scale over which the soft gluon is emitted is much smaller than the 

time scales governing harder particles participating in the process and the soft 

gluon is therefore emitted independently of the quark and antiquark. One can 

think of the transverse coordinates of the quark and antiquark as being frozen 

during the emission of the soft gluon. The expression for ^2, ^1,22) in (3.5) 

depends on two initial wavefunctions and 4- A:2,Zi) whereas 

the wavefunction ^^^)(rio,zi) depends only on one initial onium conhguration. 

Treatment of subsequent gluon emissions will therefore be simpler because of this 

reduction in the number of different states which must be considered. 

The analysis is continued to the emission of a second soft gluon with longitudi-

nal momentum fraction Z3 <C 22- Although it is possible to treat these higher 

order corrections to the onium wavefunction exactly, the process is simplified by 
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invoking the large N c limit [35]. In this limit, the colour structure of a gluon can 

be represented by a. quark-antiquark pair signifying colour-anticolour structure. 

This step is not an approximation but arises from the SU(Ac) group product 

N c (g) N c - 1 @ 1 (3.10) 

The dynamical contribution of gluon emission from a quark is approximately 

equivalent to gluon emission from another gluon in the limit where the emitted 

particle is much softer than its parent which is the regime under consideration 

here. Using these facts, one can conclude that it is possible to treat the emission 

of a further soft gluon from an existing gluon or the original quark-antiquark 

pair in a similar manner. Effectively, an onium state of transverse size rio having 

emitted a soft gluon with transverse position rg can be viewed as two colour 

dipoles, with transverse sizes r2o &nd rgi (that is the first dipole consists of the 

original quark and the antiquark 'part' of the gluon at rg and the second consists 

of the original antiquark and the quark 'part' of the gluon at rg). The process 

of real soft gluon emission is a simple branching process where the parent dipole 

branches into two dipoles which have sizes determined by the position of the 

emitted soft gluon. 

In constructing the expression for the squared wavefunction for two gluon emis-

sion zi), only terms which are leading in powers of Xc are retained. 

Leading order diagrams must not have any crossed internal lines and aa such are 

termed planar diagrams. Examples of leading order diagrams in the case where 

the second soft gluon is emitted from the original quark or antiquark part of the 

first emitted gluon are illustrated in Hg. 3.4(a) along with a non-leading diagram 

shown in fig. 3.4(b) which is neglected in the determination of The double 

lines in the graphs represent the emitted gluons in the large Nc limit. All lead-

ing contributions to consist of the second soft gluon being emitted by either 
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( a ) C o n t r i b u t i o n s t o w h e r e t h e s e c o n d g l u o n i s e m i t t e d f r o m t h e o r i g i n a l q u a r k o r 

a n t i - q u a r k p a r t o f g l u o n 1 a n d i s r e a b s o r b e d b y t h i s s a m e d i p o l e 

( b ) A n o n - p l a n a r s e c o n d 

o r d e r g r a p h w h e r e t h e 

s e c o n d g l u o n i s e m i t t e d 

b y o n e d i p o l e a n d i s r e -

a b s o r b e d b y t h e o t h e r 

d i p o l e 

Figure 3.4: Examples of leading and non-leading Nq diagrams at 2nd order 

of the colour dipoles and then being reabsorbed by that same dipole again. At 

leading order, there is no interference between different dipoles. This structure 

can be observed if the expression for is examined 

rio,Zi, 
Zl 

ZO 

dz2 

Z2 
10 

d 2̂0 _2 2 
^20'21 

277̂  0 3̂ 

20 
d 7-30- 2 , 

3̂0̂ 20 

21 
-2 _2 
'31'32 

(3.11) 

A lower limit zq has been introduced into the longitudinal momentum integra-

tions in (3.11) and this lower cutoff is implicit in other such integrations in this 
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chapter. This cutoff which has been inserted to avoid logarithmic divergences 

in z appearing will not be present in scattering cross sections or other physical 

quantities calculated using the dipole approach. The integrands in (3.11) have 

been simplified using the identity 

+ (3.12) 

In (3.11). the factor in curly brackets comes from the emission of the second soft 

gluon. Observe that there are two independent contributions from the second 

gluon emission which are identical in structure to the branching observed at the 

one gluon level (3.9). The first term in the round brackets describes the branching 

of the colour dipole of transverse size r2o and the second describes the branching 

of the dipole of size r2i. Note that in (3.11) the colour factor Cf heis been replaced 

by .Vc/2 which is consistent with the leading A'c approximation. 

In order to perform calculations in both the Sxed and running coupling regimes 

the change of integration variables 

d^r2o = J(rio, rgo, r2i)dr2odr2i (3.13) 

is made where the .Jacobian of the transformation can be written 

J(rio,r2o,r2i) = 27rr2or2i/ dKKJo(Krio)Jo(/(r2o)Jo(/(r2i) (3.14) 
Jo 

The generalisation to further gluon emission is now straightforward. Mueller 

[4, 33] uses a generating functional approach to encode the 1 — 2 dipole branching 

kernel which has been observed at each stage in the calculation so far, ie. 

27r2 
(3.15) 
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into an integral equation which demonstrates how the probability of dipole branch-

ing evolves with changes in longitudinal momentum fraction. The dipole branch-

ing process can also be described in terms of the density of dipoles with a given 

transverse size which is the approach employed in this study. The dipole density 

is introduced in section 3.3 after discussing how the virtual gluon corrections to 

the onium state are determined. 

3.2 Vi r tua l Corrections to the Onium Wavefunc-

tion 

The analysis so far has concentrated on real gluon emission (or dipole branching 

when viewed in the leading hmit). Virtual corrections are calculated using 

unitarity arguments. Let represent the inclusive probability of Hnding 

an onium state, t ha t is the probability of finding an onium which includes the 

sum over all soft gluon contributions, 

x f i + + 

+y( '^(no ,z i ) + . . . ] (3.16) 

where the 0(a!s) contribution from real emission has been reproduced from (3.9) 

and where zi) represents the virtual one gluon exchange term. Due to 

conservation of probability, 

d^rio / c(zi$(rio, Zi) = 1 (3.17) 
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If one recalls the normalisation of the lowest order onium state zi) de-

Hned by (3.3), then it can be seen that in order to satisf}' (3.17) at the one gluon 

level, the virtual contribution y(^)(rio,zi) must be given by 

= _ ^ 2 ^ 1 n ( ^ ) l n z i (3.18) 

The ultra-violet divergence in the integration over transverse coordinates has been 

performed using an ultra-violet cut-oE A as the lower limit of the integration 

range. It shall be found that when real and virtual terms are combined, the 

overall result is finite. 

The virtual corrections reflect the fact that after a dipole branches, the parent 

dipole is annihilated. Higher order virtual corrections are determined using the 

same unitarity argument order by order in perturbation theory. 

3.3 The Dipole Evolution Equat ion 

Later in this study, the dipole approach will be used to model scattering cross 

sections in the high energy limit. With this in mind, the rapidity variable Y is 

introduced into the dipole formalism. In the context of the variables introduced 

so far, Y has the structure F = ln( l /z) which corresponds to the definition in 

chapter 2. The exact definition of the rapidity will be refined when the dipole 

cascade is implemented into a specific scattering process. The evolution of dipole 

number with Y in the fixed coupling limit was developed by Mueller [3, 33] . 

To reflect the fact that the results quoted in this section are quite general and also 

to simplify the notation in future chapters, the transverse coordinate variables 
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have been renamed as follows 

rio 

rzo -> r' 

7-21 -> / (3.19) 

with the relation 

r' — r' — r (3.20) 

holding as before. 

Consider an initial onium state of size r where the antiquark has longitudinal 

momentum fraction . Assume that a dipole of size p is emitted from this initial 

state and that the smallest longitudinal momentum fraction in this dipole is 

greater than . The dipole density n(y, r. p) is defined such that 

.V(y,p) = ^ dzi y d^r$(°)(r,zi)M(y, np) (3.21) 

where N(y , p) is the number density of dipoles of transverse size p with smallest 

longitudinal momentum fraction greater than . It is found [33] that the dipole 

density n(y, r, p) evolves with rapidity according to 

n(y,r,/)) = exp In y ^ p(̂ (/) - r) + 

d y j ^ d V e x p ( ^ _ ^ l n ( I ) ( y _ y ' ) ^ (3.22) 

Note that the ultra-violet divergence present in the integral over impact param-

eter space is regularised by inserting an ultra-violet cutoff A. A diagrammatical 
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Figure 3.5: Schematic representation of the dipole evolution equation (3.22). The 
original dipole has transverse size r and the emitted dipole has transverse size p 

representation of (3.22) is shown in fig. 3.5. The Erst term represents the possi-

bility of the dipole being formed from the quark-antiquark pair whilst the second 

represents the branching of a dipole. Note that the second term contains the 

dipole branching factor (3.15) and is responsible for the creation of new dipoles. 

It should also be noted that a factor of 2 ^ ( y . / , ;o) in the second term of (3.22) 

could be replaced by n(y' , r', p) 4- ?2(y', f', /?) to demonstrate explicitly that after 

a dipole has split into two, each new dipole can act as the parent for subsequent 

emissions. By symmetry, both representations produce identical results in the 

analysis which follows. The virtual corrections are accounted for by the factor 

exp ^ ^ : i ^ ^ ^ = G x p ( y ( ^ ) ( r , z i ) ) (3.23) 

which appears in both terms of (3.22). The form of virtual corrections can be 

deduced by using the method outlined in section 3.2 or by using the generating 

functional approach employed by Mueller [4], Such exponentiation of soft gluon 

radiation can also be observed in jet physics where the jet evolution follows a 

sequential branching process [36]. 

In order to investigate the properties of the dipole density n, a Laplace transform 

is performed 

roo 
Mw(r, p ) = / dye"'^^72(y,r, p) (3.24) 

Jo 
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so that (3.22) can be written 

i:. (r,p) = - p 6 ( p - r) + 

12c.Nc /'dr' 
TT V \ \./A 27r ' ' 

- ( ^ ( / - r ) l n ^ j n ^ ( / , / ) ) (3.25) 

where the integration over the transverse position of the soft gluon is performed 

according to the transformation (3.13). A kernel for the dipole evolution 

can be deduced from (3.25) such that 

iiLu(r, p) = -p^(p - r) 4- - /" d//GD/p(r, / )7 i^( / , p) (3.26) 

where 

^ W VA 

/CD/p( r , / ) = 

- ^ ^ ^ a ( r ' - r ) l n y (3.27) 
TT ^ ^ A 

The Erst term in (3.27) describes real gluon emission and the second corresponds 

virtual emission. An inverse Laplace transform can be easily performed to write 

(3.26) in terms of n(y, r, p) again if desired. Now consider the action of the kernel 

on the function (r'^Y. The result is 

d/X:D/p(r,/)()''^)''= ^^^%(°)(z/)(r^)'' (3.28) 

where %(°̂ (:/) is given by (2.27). As the eigenvalue spectrum of the dipole and 

BFKL kernels is the same, these kernels are equivalent despite the differences 

between (2.24) and (3.27). By introducing a regularisation scheme, it is possi-

ble to show that ICpip is ultra-violet finite. The ultra-violet singularities which 
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are present in the virtual and the real terms cancel exactly leaving an ultra-

violet regular kernel. The explicit cancellation of ultra-violet singularities will be 

demonstrated in a different manner in chapter 6 where the Borel plane variable 

6 is used to regulate the divergences. Note that unlike the BFKL kernel (2.24), 

both real and virtual contributions to the dipole kernel are individually infra-red 

finite. The equivalence between the dipole and the BFKL approaches has been 

demonstrated in detail by Chen and Mueller [34]. 

Having determined the eigenvalue spectrum of the dipole kernel, the solution for 

the dipole density n in the leading logarithmic limit is found to be 

where C and are the same factors that appear in the solution to the BFKL 

equation (2.29). The infra-red diffusion property which the BFKL amplitude F 

possesses is also present in (3.29). This can be seen in the ln^(r/p) term indicating 

that the dipole density n can probe dipole sizes of large p. 

3.4 Deep Inelast ic Scat ter ing in the Dipole Ap-

proach 

The anal} sis of this chapter now moves away from the approach taken by Mueller 

and others and instead the equivalent terminology" of Nikolaev and Zakharov is 

used. Both approaches model cross sections via onium-onium scattering. In the 

formulation introduced in this study, the entire dipole cascade is evolved from one 

of the onia and the dipole cascade then couples to the other onium by means of 

a convolution over transverse position and longitudinal momentum fraction. The 

approach taken by Mueller [3, 37] in order to investigate the unitarity problem in 
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the semihard regime by onium-onium interactions employs a different partitioning 

of the scattering amplitude. In these studies, dipole cascades from both of the 

onia are evolved to an intermediate rapidity which interact via the exchange 

of two hard gluons, corresponding to the exchange of one hard pomeron. At 

the one pomeron exchange level (that is where there is only a single onium-

onium interaction) these different partitionings of the scattering amplitude can 

be related by noting that as for the BFKL amplitude (2.21), there is no unique 

prescription for defining the amplitude because of the convolution property which 

the dipole density function zi obeys, that is 

/ 2 ( y , r , p ) = / d y ' n ( y - y , r , p ) n ( y ' , r , p ) (3.so) 
Jo 

Consider deep inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering in the rest frame of the nucleon 

which has mass m.y. As in chapter 2. the virtual photon ("/*) proton cross 

section is studied. The squared wavefunction for the transition 7* -4̂  qq where 

the quark and antiquark have transverse separation r and the antiquark carries a 

longitudinal momentum fraction z is denoted by $(°)(r, z). The virtual photon-

proton cross section, cr(z, Q^) is deSned by [38, 5, 39] 

= dz yd^r$^\r , z ) cr j ;v (y , r ) (3.31) 

where (7̂ ^ is the total dipole nucleon cross section and F is defined by ln(z/T). 

The subscript Z denotes a longitudinally polarised photon and an identical ex-

pression could be written down for a transversely polarised photon, however the 

exact functional forms for and would of course differ. The forms for 

and will be quoted in chapter 7 but at this stage, their dehnition is not 

important and the indices T and L are suppressed until chapter 7. Physically, 

one can interpret (3.31) by noting that the fluctuation 7* —> qq occurs much 

earlier than interactions with the nucleon. 
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It is found that the lowest order dipole nucleon cross section takes the form 

'^djv = y - e"'''') (3.32) 

where V(l) is proportional to the gluon-gluon-nucleon-nucleon vertex function. 

This chapter has discussed how the radiative corrections to this function can 

be developed using the dipole density n(V, r, p) which encodes the soft gluon 

radiation as a dipole cascade emanating from the initial qq pair with square 

wavefunction $ (r , z). The dipole density couples to the nucleon end by means of 

a convolution in transverse coordinate space and this permits the dipole-nucleon 

cross section to be written in the form 

0-dA (^' ,r)= f ;^f i (y ,r ,p ) (72^(p) (3.33) 
J P 

so that the equation for the virtual photon-proton cross section (3.31) can be 

rewritten in the form 

o-(r,Q^) = ^ d z y d^r ^ ^^0(°) (r ,z )7 i (y ,np)cr2^(p) (3.34) 

This representation of the virtual photon proton cross section is the analogue 

of (2.21) in the BFKL case where the universal part of the cross section is the 

dipole density n which is independent of the projectile or the target just like the 

universal BFKL amplitude F in (2.21). All dependence on hadronic momentum 

scales enters through Note that there is a difference in these equations. 

In the BFKL formulation, all dependence on longitudinal momentum fraction 

is concentrated in the BFKL amplitude F. In the dipole approach described by 

(3.34 ), the projectile and target functions contain depend on z and x respectively. 

This explains the presence of the convolution over the longitudinal momentum 

fraction z in (3.34). 
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In chapter 7 the properties of the dipole cascade incorporating a running cou-

pling will be used to predict the form of the power corrections in inverse powers 

of that are associated with and hence with the structure function 

Fi{x,Q'^) which is defined by (2.39). Before this however, it is necessary to in-

troduce renormalons in QCD which is done in the next chapter. Renormalons 

will be used to identify the infra-red behaviour of the dipole density with a run-

ning coupling and in the next chapter, it shall be demonstrated that renormalon 

singularities are linked to power correction terms. 
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Chapter 4 

The Borel Transform and 

Renormalons in QCD 

In this chapter, the Borel transform and some of its properties will be introduced. 

Singularities in Borel transformed functions are discussed and the reason why 

these singularities lead one to deduce that non-perturbative power corrections 

to the perturbative result exist is also discussed. The application of the Borel 

transform to QCD was originally reported by 't Hooft [40] and the reader is 

referred to this reference for a more detailed treatment along with the papers of 

Mueller [41, 42] and Zakharov [43]. The use of of the Borel transform to probe 

perturbative QCD amplitudes has become a popular method in recent years and 

many applications of the basic procedure reviewed below can now be found in 

the literature. It should also be noted that there are other methods currently 

employed to probe the QCD perturbation series which include different definitions 

of the Borel transform and dispersive techniques [44]. These approaches will not 

be discussed any further here. It will become apparent that due to the nature 

of the QCD perturbation series, the results which are obtained from the Borel 

transformed amplitude cannot be uniquely translated into the usual perturbative 
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framework however the functional dependence of the deduced power corrections 

is Rxed bv the results from the Borel transform. 

4.1 The Borel Transform 

Consider the perturbative expansion for an observable where is the 

running QCD coupling defined by (2.7) and is some large external momentum 

scale in the process {eg. the photon virtuality in deep inelastic scattering). The 

perturbation expansion for O is 

O ( a , ( 0 2 ) ) = o + 5 ] o „ a " « ( l 3 2 ) (4.1) 
n=0 

It is known [40. 42j that the perturbative expansion of O is at best asymptotic 

however in many cases, it may be divergent or non-unique. An attempt to classify 

the causes of the problems in perturbation theory which cause this is the goal of 

renormalon analysis. 

Consider the transformed function 0(6) 

6{b)=o6{b) + To„^ (4,2) 

It can be shown that the convergence properties of this series are much better 

than the series in f4.1). To illustrate this point, consider the following two simple 

examples. Firstly, assume that the perturbative coefEcients are of the form 

On = (—l)"n!. The series in space, (4.1) has zero radius of convergence whereas 

the transformed series given by (4.2) is analytic over the whole complex b plane 
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and can easily be summed to give 

== (4.3) 

In this case, as there are no singularities on the positive real b axis, the function 

0(0=3) can be reconstructed using the Borel transform equation 

roo 
= / d60(6)e-''/'''(Q') (4.4) 

JO 

The reason for the requirement that the Borel transformed function 0(6) has 

no singularities on the positive b axis can be understood from the form of the 

transform (4.4) where the integration range is the semi-infinite interval b G [0, cc). 

The series in this example is said to be Borel summable as it allows an expansion 

in ckg to be constructed without ambiguity using the transformation (4.4). An 

example of a non-Borel summable series is where the perturbative coefficients of 

(4.1) have the form o„ = nl. In this case, the Borel transformed function 0(6) 

can also be summed to all orders, the result being 

0{b) = ^ (4.5) 

In this example however, the Borel transform has a singularity on the real axis at 

6 = 1 and this prevents the transform integral (4.4) from being unambiguously 

performed in the complex b plane. Although it is possible to define a prescription 

which allows the transformation integral to be performed, this depends on the 

way in which the pole at 6 = 1 is circumnavigated in the complex plane and 

therefore is not unique. 

The previous example showed how ambiguities can arise in the reconstruction of 

observables from their Borel transforms if the Borel transformed function contains 

poles on the positive real b axis. It would be convenient if the QCD perturbation 
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series was Borel summable but of course this is not the case ! Unfortunately, it is 

found that there exists a series of pole in Borel space on the positive real axis at 

integer multiples of l/,jo, where /)o is the Grst order expansion of the function 

defined by (2.4). These Borel plane singularities prevent the Borel transformed 

expression for an observable 0(6) from being unambiguously transformed to give 

an expression in terms of the running coupling as and these poles are called 

infra-red renormalons. The existence of terms in QCD perturbation series which 

gives rise to these infra-red renormalons is discussed in the next section. A 

series of poles are also observed at negative integer multiples of l//3o and because 

these poles arise from diagrams which involve integrations over large internal loop 

momenta they are given the title ultra-violet renormalons. As the location of the 

ultra-violet renormalons is on the negative real 6 axis and therefore not on the 

integration path of (4.4) their presence is not such a serious problem. In this 

study, where the diffusion into low momentum regions in the Regge limit of QCD 

is being investigated, ultra-violet renormalons will not be considered in any detail 

and a recent review can be found in [45]. 

4.2 The Origin of Inf ra-Red Renormalons in the 

QCD Pe r tu rba t ion Series 

For the case of QED, Lautrup [46] demonstrated that a class of Feynman diagrams 

at order in perturbation theory can give rise to amplitudes which contribute 

factors of n\ and an example of such a diagram is illustrated in fig. 4.1. In the 

case of QCD, it is necessary to extend the analysis such that the non-Abelian 

nature of the theory is exposed. In this study, the common assumption that the 

analysis for QED can be simply 'non-Abelianised' will be adopted. By making 

this assumption, it is presumed that infra-red renormalons arise only from the 
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Figure 4.1; An example of an n loop diagram which grows as nl. 

running of the coupling at not from other sources. 

Contributions from diagrams such as Ag. 4.1 lead to a singularity in the Borel 

plane located on the positive real axis. The reason that this singularity exists 

arises from the fact that the virtual loop momenta are much smaller than the 

momentum which is used to define the running coupling. Another way of relating 

the problematic fixed sign nl growth of the perturbative series with infra-red 

efi'ects is to rewrite the expression for the running coupling as{k'^) in terms of the 

scale (2.5) as a series 

a 
2 \ " 

2\n+l (4.6) 

Reparameterising the integral over which must be performed, the coefBcient 

of then takes the form, 

du In 
1 

n\ (4.7) 

and the origin of the n! growth of the coefficient can be observed explicitly. 
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4.3 Power Correct ions to QCD Ampl i tudes 

Although it is not possible to uniquely invert the Borel transform of 0(6) when 

infra-red renormalon singularities are present, an estimation of the ambiguity 

present in can be made if a prescription is chosen for the contour 

taken to avoid the Borel plane pole. Although this means that the residue of 

the pole and hence the magnitude of the infra-red renormalon singularity in 

space is not known, it does allow the Q~ dependence to be accurately determined. 

Consider a Borel transformed function O 

0(6) = ^ + 6 h ( 6 ) (4.8) 

where OR{b) contains no poles in b. The Borel transform exhibits an infra-red 

renormalon pole at 6 = which means that the integration path in (4.4) must 

be distorted around the point b = bi to avoid encountering the singularity. Define 

the expression for 0(a!g(Q^)) in the following way 

O(aXQ' ) ) = 0 ; i (%(Q ' ) ) + (4.9) 

The transform of 0^(6) to give 0^(aij(Q^)) is well defined as there no non-

integrable singularities in 0;{(6). The function 0,t(o!a(Q^)) however cannot be 

determined without introducing an ambiguity. Making the assumption that the 

magnitude of the Cauchy integral is used to determine the contribution from the 

pole, this determines the coefficient of the pole dXb — bi to be 27rC, the result for 

OAictsiQ"^)) which arises from using this prescription to transform the pole term 

in (4.8) is given by 

04(aXQ^)) = (4.10) 
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Using the expression (2.7) to write the running coupling AS(Q'^) in terms of AQCD 

allows (4.10) to be rewritten in the form 

/A2 
OA(Q') = 2nC ( - g p ) (4^1) 

and hence it can be observed that the infra-red renormalon singularity at b = bi 

leads to an power dependent term in the perturbation series. Note that the 

position of the pole in the Borel plane determines the order of the power depen-

dence and this is not ambiguous. The coefficient of the power dependent term 

is not uniquely determined however as it relies on the method which is used to 

distort the contour of intergation in the complex plane in order to estimate the 

contribution of the pole term to the integral. 

The ambiguous power dependent term is commonly interpreted to signal the 

presence of correction terms which are of the same order in (AgcD/Q^) which 

are non-perturbative in origin. The reason behind this interpretation is quite 

simple: experimental determinations of 0{Q^) are insensitive to the fact that the 

perturbative expression contains a power like ambiguity and so compensating 

non-perturbative power corrections are required to yield a unique result. 

4.4 Convolution of Borel Transforms 

The rest of this study will deal with Borel transformed quantities and it is neces-

sary to understand how to multiply two Borel transformed functions. The Borel 

convolution of two functions is defined analogously to a Laplace convolution. The 

Borel transform of the product of two functions / and g whose Borel transforms 
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are / and g respectively is given by 

S(b)<sg(b)= / iVf{b')g(b-y) (4.12) 
Jq 

In the next chapter, the Borel transform techniques discussed here will be used to 

incorporate a running coupling into the dipole approach in order that the infra-

red singularity structure of the dipole evolution kernel with running coupling can 

be studied in chapter 6. 
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Chapte r 5 

Dipole Evolution Incorpora t ing a 

Runn ing Coupling 

In this chapter, the colour dipole formalism of chapter 3 will be extended to 

include the effects of a running coupling in order that the asymptotic behaviour 

of the perturbation series in the small-a: limit may be studied. It has already been 

established that due to the diffusive property of small-z dynamics, the coupling is 

driven towards the Landau pole so it is essential to formulate a systematic method 

of running the coupling in the small-a: limit. In order to achieve this, the Borel 

transform defined in chapter 4 is employed. The Borel space formulation will 

allow the existence of power corrections to the perturbatively calculated result to 

be established. The type of power corrections present are reflected in the infra-

red singularity structure of the perturbative dipole cascade in the Borel plane. In 

order to study the Borel singularities of the dipole cascade, the dipole evolution 

kernel incorporating a running coupling must be determined in Borel space. 

Sections 5.1-5.3 concentrate wholly on incorporating a running coupling into the 

probability for one soft gluon emission from a quark-antiquark pair. For reasons 
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of clarity and so that comparisons can be made with the discussion in chapter 3, 

the transverse coordinates of the quark, antiquark and emitted soft gluon will be 

represented by ro , r i and rg respectively. In section 5.4, where the discussion is 

generalised to multi-gluon emission by deriving an integral equation for the dipole 

density in Borel space and for the remainder of this thesis where the singularities 

of this kernel are studied, the relabelling introduced in (3.19) will be used. 

5.1 Argument of t he Running Coupling 

The technique of renormalon analysis discussed in chapter 4 was constructed 

entirely in momentum space. The dipole branching evolution kernel developed 

in chapter 3 for fixed coupling uses an impact parameter space representation. It 

has been shown that the branching property of the dipole picture is only present 

when the evolution is viewed in terms of transverse coordinates because during the 

emission of a soft gluon, the impact parameters of all harder particles are frozen. 

It is therefore necessary to determine a prescription for the running coupling in 

terms of impact parameter space variables which is consistent order by order in 

dipole emission with the Borel singularity structure found in momentum space. 

Recall that when viewed in momentum space, the dipole branching process occurs 

through the emission of a soft gluon with transverse momentum ko and transverse 

coordinate r2 from a dipole of momentum p where the quark and antiquark have 

transverse separation rio (see fig.3.2). The argument of the coupling in this 

process is taken to be which is in accordance with the treatment of soft gluon 

radiation in the case of timelike cascades [36]. The radiative nature of the dipole 

branching process allows the analogy to be made with jet decay. Note that the 

virtuality of the soft gluon is determined by its transverse momentum, k\ k\. 

The transverse momentum of the emitted gluon is the only information which is 
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used to determine the running coupling. In order to incorporate this information 

into the dipole formalism, the one gluon emission process has to be viewed in 

transverse coordinate space, that is a dipole of transverse separation r-io emits 

a soft gluon with transverse coordinate rg. This may lead one to conclude that 

the correct argument with which to run the coupling is actually the transverse 

coordinate of the soft gluon r2. Although this assumption is correct for sufficiently 

small 7*2, it does not permit diffusion in r2 to large values where one approaches 

the Landau pole. In order to deduce the argument of the running coupling in 

impact parameter variables, the Borel transform is employed. Before developing 

an expression for the probability of one gluon emission in the Borel plane, it is 

necessary to define the Borel transform of gs{k^) and as{k^). 

5.2 Borel t r ans fo rm of 

It can easily be verified from the definition of the Borel transform (4.4) that the 

Borel transform of the running coupling asik"^) in (2.5) is 

/ 1.2 \ 
(5,(A;:, 6) = (5.1) 

where is an overall external momentum scale dependent on the physical pro-

cess being considered. In the case of deep inelastic scattering which will be studied 

later, is the virtuality of the photon which fluctuates into the dipole cascade 

before interacting with the nucleon target. Note that (5.1) encodes the naive 

non-Abelianisation discussed in section 4.2 as it includes the leading behaviour 

in \n{k^/Q'^) of the probability for the emission of the soft gluon. 

The Borel transform of Qsik^) related to as{k^) by (2.6) is determined by the 

requirement that the Borel convolution of b) with itself results in the Borel 
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transformed quantity 47ras{k^,b), that is 

I k-\ r'' 
47r ( — j = y db'gs{k'^,b)gs{k^,b-b') (5.2) 

From (5.2), it can be deduced that 

9 

V t W (5.3) 

5.3 The Running Coupling in Impact Parame-

ter Space 

In order to determine the argument of the running coupling in impact parameter 

space, the Borel transformed probability for the emission of one soft gluon from 

a quark-antiquark pair is calculated, that is the configuration depicted in fig.3.2 

is studied having implemented the running of the coupling in momentum space 

in accordance with section 5.1. After inserting the running coupling, the wave-

function for the quark-antiquark state with one real soft gluon emission becomes 

c / ( 3 . 5 ) 

z i , z z ) = -K k g , z^) - Z i ) ] ^ ( 5 . 4 ) 

Using the expression (5.3) for gs{k^,b), the Borel transform of the wavefunction 

§(1) is 

/ / k 2 \ 
^2, Zl, Z2, ^) 

X -I -^2 , z i ) — ^ i ) ] , 2 (5.5) 
^2 
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The Borel transformed wavefunction is obtained as a function of the impact 

parameters rio and r-io by Fourier transforming over the transverse momenta ki 

and kg which yields 

1 2i 
7'20, ̂ 1, ^2,6) — — - f i — ( r i o , 'Zi) 

V 6 TT 

d r J i ( r ) 
20 € ' 7-20 21 e . 7-21 

20 21 

( 5 . 6 ) 

where Ji is the first order Bessel function. In arriving at (5.6), the two dimen-

sional integral over transverse coordinate space has been transformed into polar 

coordinates and the angular integration has been performed. The parameter r 

has been introduced to simplify integrals of the form 

2^ / 

i t 
,.2X7-1 ^ 

( 5 . 7 ) 

The Borel transformed probability for one gluon emission (rio, ^i, 6) is ob-

tained from in (5.6) in the same manner as the fixed coupling case, however 

when the amplitude is 'squared' this should be understood to mean that a Borel 

convolution of 0'^) with its hermitian conjugate is performed, that is 

db' 

7-20, ^1, Z2, y ) ^ ^ ( ^ ) ' ' ( r i o , 7-20, Z i , Z2, 6 " 6') ( 5 . 
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The complete expression for zi, b) was found to be 

dw 
^ [ ~ [ [ d r d r ' J i ( r ) J i ( r ' ) f — 

J ^2 J Jo VO W2 (1 — w)2 

X — 

2 \ ^ N (l-a;)fe/3o (•(^2^6/3o 

1-2 y \ r'Z y 

x$(° ) ( r io ,z i ) (5.9) 

A change of variables has been made by defining UJ = b'/b to simplify (5.9). It is 

possible to perform the integrals over r2o,T,T' and w analytically making use of 

the standard integral [47] 

r dxx-J^lax) = (S.W) 
Jo U2 + 2^ ~ 2^> 

and this yields 

The gamma function in the numerator of (5.11) exhibits poles at positive integer 

values of b3o corresponding to infra-red renormalon singularities. The singularity 

at 6 = 0 is of ultra-violet origin and is also present in the fixed coupling case. As 

before, it can be regularised by the introduction of a short distance cut-off A in 

the integration over rgo- It shall be demonstrated explicitly in chapter 6 that the 

singularity at 6 = 0 cancels between the real and virtual terms. 

As a check on these calculations, zi, 6) was also determined by squaring 

the amplitude for single gluon emission calculated in momentum space (5.4), 

taking the Borel transform of the running coupling using (5.1) and then Fourier 
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transforming in the transverse momentum ki of the antiquark only. The result 

of these calculations gives 

2vr2 J Z2 j k\ \k\ 

X [2 - e''::''''= - $(°)(rio, z) (5.12) 

Integrating (5.12) over k2 yields (5.11). This is not surprising and confirms that 

one is at liberty to commute Fourier and Borel transforms. 

Having calculated the Borel transformed probability for the emission of one gluon 

in impact parameter space it is now possible to identify the argument of the 

running coupling in terms of impact parameter variables. In order to do this, the 

unintegrated form of Zi,6), (5.9) is used. Firstly note that the scalar 

product in (5.9) can be written as 

r 2 o ' r 2 i = ^(r^o + r 2 i - ' r L ) (513) 

Defining functions A and R by 

;\2(r, r ' ,w) == T-awi/zfi-w) (5,14) 

R^(u,) = (5-15) 
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then zi, b) can be written as 

J ^ j d^^2o J d r d r ' J i ( r ) J i ( r ' ) 

^ A w i ( l - w)i r^orEi 

' 2 2 - (A')Wo 2 
10 X^bPo 21 ^2bpo ^20 2̂6/3O (5.16) 

The inverse Borel transform of (5.16) can now be taken which exposes the argu-

ment of the running coupling for gluon emission in impact parameter space 

^ ^ ^ \ r i o , Z i ) ^ ^ ¥ ° \ r i o , z i ) J ^ ^ d'rgo ^ drdr 'J i ( r ) Ji(r ') 

X r ^ L _ 

Vo ^ i ( l - u . ' ) i r ^ o r 2 i 

X [aXAV-R^)rL + W(/\Vr2o) - ^21 
4- (aX^Vr2i ) - aXA^/R^)) r^o] (5.17) 

In the limit where the coupling is fixed the integrations over r , r ' and u> give a 

factor of rr and the first term on the in the square brackets of (5.17) coincides 

with the expression (3.9) which was obtained by using a fixed coupling in the 

derivation. In the limit of fixed coupling, the second two terms in the square 

brackets of (5.17) vanish. 

In the case of dipole evolution with a running coupling, the prescription which 

must be used is that which is defined in (3.9), namely that the kernel has three 

terms each of which has a different running coupling and for each of these terms 

the argument of the running coupling is not expressed simply in terms of the 

impact parameters rio and r2o as one might have expected initially, but also 

in terms of three further parameters, the emission probability being a 
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weighted integral over these parameters. It should be noted that the weight 

function peaks when A(r, r ' ,a;) is equal to unity, so that although one has to 

integrate over all possible arguments for the running coupling, the integral is 

highly peaked in the region where the running depends only on r^o or r^x or 

some mean of the two. 

If the Fourier transform of the wavefunction in eq.(5.4) had been taken and 

then squared to construct Zi) as in eq.(5.17), there would have been a 

product of the form g s i ^ ' / f \ ^ ) in the result. It is the use of the Borel 

representation that enables this product to be expressed in terms of running a , 

of a single argument. This then is a consistent and systematic way to introduce 

the running of the coupling, valid to all orders in perturbation theory. 

The virtual contribution to the one gluon exchange probability is — z i , b ) 

in order to unitarise the inclusive probability for the existence of an onium cf. 

section 3.2. 

5.4 The Dipole Evolution Kernel with a Run-

ning Coupling 

Having determined the Borel transformed probability for one gluon emission in 

impact parameter space, the analysis can be simply extended to encompass sub-

sequent emission of more gluons. 

In exact analogy with the treatment in section 3.3, the dipole branching process 

can be iterated to account for the emission of any number of soft gluons (or colour 

dipoles when viewed in the leading Nc limit). The Borel transformed dipole den-

sity for emission of dipoles of size p from an initial onium state with transverse 

size r, n{Y,r,p,b) is defined analogously to n{Y,r,p) discussed in section 3.3. 
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Correspondingly, an equation describing the dipole evolution with Y', incorporat-

ing the running coupling by means of the Borel transform was determined. Due 

to the lengthy functional form of this equation, due in part to the multiple convo-

lutions which must be performed, it is not instructive to reproduce the analogue 

of (3.22) here. However, using the standard Laplace transform techniques which 

were also employed in section 3.3 it is possible to transform the dipole evolution 

equation into a more manageable format and the dipole density h{Y,r,p,b) can 

be represented in terms of a compact integral equation 

n{Y,r,p,b) =p6{r - p)5{b) 

rb pY poo 

+ db' d y ' / dr'}C{r,r',b')h{Y',r', p.b — b') (5.18) 
Jo Jo Jo 

with kernel 

f' dw r(i-w%)r(i-(i-w)6A) 
71"̂  V 4 y JQ (1 — c<;)i r(l-t-w6/3o)r(l-1-(1 — a;)6/3o) 

The first term in (5.19) is the contribution from virtual gluon emission and the 

second term corresponds to real gluon emission. The form of the second term 

can be traced from the expression for the emission of one real gluon (5.9). Note 

that the u dependent F functions in the second term arise from performing the 

integrals over r and r ' using the standard integral (5.10). The two dimensional 

integration over transverse coordinates of the emitted real gluon has been trans-

formed according to (3.13) and this explains the presence of the Jacobian J in 
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the term corresponding to real emission. The properties of this kernel will be 

investigated in more depth in chapter 6. 

It is possible to use the kernel in the form of (5.19) to integrate simple functions 

analytically and an important application of this will be studied in chapter 6 

where deviations from the fixed coupling limit will be examined. 

In the realistic case of deep inelastic scattering considered in chapter 7, it is not 

possible to use analytic methods and computational methods will be employed. 

In order to write the kernel in a form which is amenable to numerical analysis, the 

integral over f ' and the integral over k, implicit in the definition of the Jacobian 

J (3.14) were performed to yield 

1 Q^r 2 /̂2 \ Wo 

X 
dw r ( i — ubpo) r ( i — (i — u.')bPQ) 

lo .'1/2(1 - w)V2 r ( i + ubSo) r ( i + (1 - i.')bpo) 

• J.2 \ % - ! / 2 \ 

' 2 _ /2\ / 2 \ / 2 
^2 j j 2F1 1 - i ; ^ 

^ p2 

r'2 
2F1 —L/'Mo; 1; | (5.20) 

where r< — min(r, r ') , r> — max(r, r ') and 2F1 is the Gauss hypergeometric 

function. The reader who wishes to perform this transformation explicitly may 

wish to note that the standard integral involving Bessel functions (5.10) and the 
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integral [47] 

roo p (y+^-A+1 \ 

+ + + + \ + (5.21) 

with 0 < a < P were required to derive (5.20). 

In the next chapter, it shall be shown that an analytic form exists for the result of 

the action of (5.19) on the function (r'^)'"'. This analytic expression will allow the 

singularity structure of the kernel to be established. The integrated expression 

for the kernel given by (5.20) will be used in a numerical procedure to confirm 

these analytical findings. 
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Chapte r 6 

Deviations f rom t h e Fixed 

Couphng Limit 

In this chapter, the properties of the dipole evolution kernels (5.19) and (5.20) 

which incorporate a running coupling in Borel space will be studied in depth. 

A procedure for analysing iterations of the kernel numerically is also introduced 

and a check that this numerical method produces consistent results is described. 

6.1 The Borel P lane Singularity at b = 0 

At first sight it may appear worrying that the virtual term of the dipole evolution 

kernel in the Borel plane possesses a pole at 6 = 0 in (5.19) and (5.20) , where b = 

0 is exactly the point which corresponds to the fixed coupling limit. It was pointed 

out in chapter 5 that this Borel singularity was ultra-violet in origin and was the 

Borel space analogue of the logarithmic divergence as r -> 0 in the fixed coupling 

limit. Following Mueller [4], the divergence was regulated by using an ultra-

violet cutoff A. Alternatively, when considering the kernel with running coupling 
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in Borel space, the Borel space variable b can be used as a dimensional regulator. 

The b = 0 pole in the virtual contribution to /C cancels exactly with an identical 

singularity which arises from the real contribution. In order to appreciate this, 

it is necessary to recall some of the properties of the hypergeometric function 

2F1 (a, a: 1; a;). The hypergeometric function 2F1 {a, a; 1; x) is convergent at x = 

1 only if 2a < 1 [47]. Define C<> by 

(6-1) 

Examining the hypergeometric functions of (5.20) in the limit & —>• 0, it is ob-

served that the only divergent contribution in this limit comes from the hyperge-

ometric function 2F1 (1 - 6/?o, 1 — &/3o; 1; C<>) with ("<> = 1- When ("<> = 1, 

this is the region where a gluon is emitted at an impact parameter almost 

equal to that of the parent dipole. It is possible to specify the divergence 

of 2F1 (1 - bPo, 1 — bPo] 1: C<>) more exactly by using the linear transformation 

property of the 2F1 function. For a hypergeometric function 2F1 (1 — a, 1 — a; 1; x) 

the transformation [47] 

2F1 (1 - a , 1 - a; 1; z) = (1 - a;)~^+^"2Fi {a, a ; 1; x) (6.2) 

parameterises the divergent term. Using this transformation, the kernel takes the 

form 

+ —(1 — C<>) (bPo, bf3o; 1; C<>) + (Finite Terms) (6.3) 
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in the limit b -> 0. Note that 2F1 (0,0; l;a;) = 1 for all x . The singular factor 

(1 — be expressed in terms of distributions as 

(1 - =2 ( ^ 6 ( 1 - Co)+^ ( r 4 ; ) ^ + • • •) (6.4) 

where the overall factor of two reflects the fact that the C o —̂  1 limit can be 

approached from above or below. By substituting this expansion into (6.3) and 

simplifying the 6 functions it can be seen that the singular parts of the real and 

virtual terms cancel in the limit as 6 —> 0 leaving a finite result. From this 

analysis, it can be concluded that the Borel transformed kernel is finite in the 

fixed coupling limit and in the next section, it will be demonstrated that the 

action of the kernel on a function of the form (r'^)^ yields the same results in 

the fixed coupling regime as the BFKL kernel. The cancellation between real 

and virtual terms will be considered in a related fashion in section 6.3 where the 

algorithm for implementing the kernel into a numerical framework is discussed. 

6.2 The Borel Singularity of t he Dipole Cascade 

In order to study the Borel singularity generated by the dipole kernel IC, consider 

its action on a test function of the form (r'^)^. Although the form of this test 

function is not physically realistic, the integrals can be performed analytically 

and the analysis will reveal results which are independent of the nature of the 
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test function. Using the representation of the kernel defined by (5.19) the integral 

pcc 
/ dr'iC{r,r',b){r''^y = 
10 

/ " ' / v ) ' ' ' y ; 1 / si 
' 0 Jo Jo W2{1 — uj)i 

r(i — uibpo) r(i — (1 — iu)bpQ) 
r(l + ub3o) r(l + (1 — a;)6/?o) 

[(r^) ( f ^^ '2^2 (1 -U; )6 /3O+7-1 _ ^̂ /2̂ 2a;6,/3o-l ^ '̂2^2(l-a;)6/3o+7 

_|_ -̂/2^6JO-1^ /̂2^7 1̂ .̂ /2̂ 6/3o+7-1 _ ^̂ /2̂ 2ij6/3o ^j,'2^(l-a;)63o-l+7j 

must be performed. Standard Feynman parameterisation methods allow one to 

develop the integral 

J (f")»(r«)f r(a)r(^)r(2 - a - p ) 

Recall that and that r' — r' — r. By using (3.13) to rewrite the inte-

grals over transverse sizes as an integral over the two dimensional coordinate r 

again, relation (6.6) can be used to perform the transverse coordinate integration 

analytically. Defining the function x i l , 6) through the equation 

roc AT /^2_2 \ ("^0 
^ d / ^ ( r , / , 6 ) ( a ^ = ^ x ( 7 , 6 ) ( ^ ^ j ( r T , (6.7) 
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it is found after some manipulation of F functions that x i h 6) takes the form 

F(—^ — bdo) 1 dw r ( l — Lvb/^o) r ( l — (1 — Lo)bj3o) 
+ 

X 

r ( l + 7-1- bpo) TT JQ r ( l + ubPo) F(1 + (1 — w)6/?o) 

[F( l + 7) TjbPo) F(1 + 7 + (1 - w)6A) r ( l + cobdo) 

r(-7) r(i - 6/)o) r(i - 7 - (i - w)60o) r(i - u6,9o) 
(6.8) 

where the first term is due to virtual correction and the second from real emission. 

The virtual contribution to %(7,6) contains a series of poles at bPo = 1, 2, 3... 

which are identified with infra-red renormalons and correspond to power correc-

tions of (^((Agc^/Q^)") , n = 1,2,... Note that these poles are independent of the 

specific form of the test function. This set of poles, resulting from the exponentia-

tion of soft radiation, has also been derived in the context of the Drell-Yan process 

[48]. In addition, the presence of a series of poles at bpo = n — 7, n = 0,1, 2... is 

also observed and these poles are generated by the F(—7 —5/3o) dependence of the 

real contribution to %(7,6). For Re{^f) > m these poles correspond to infra-red 

renormalons for n > m. Their infra-red origin is established by observing that 

these singularities arise from the r' > r integration region of eq. (6.7), where the 

offspring dipole is emitted with size larger than the parent dipole. At first in-

spection, the 7-dependent poles indicate the presence of 0{{AQQP/Q'^)^~^) power 

corrections. At this stage, it suffices to note that in this section the properties of 

the dipole cascade are being studied independently of its embedding in a partic-

ular physical process. The interpretation of the 7-dependent power corrections 

in terms of OPE matrix elements is not an issue here. In the case of deep inelas-

tic scattering no such singularities will be present and this shall be explained in 

chapter 7. 

As the kernel is regular around b — 0 the power series expansion in b of x(7, b) 
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was computed. From the analytic form (6.8) the expansion 

%(?, 6) = (7) + (7) + ) - (6.9) 

was obtained, where 

- 2$(1)%(°)(7) + + ^%(°^'(7) (6.10) 

The 0(1/6) singular terms have cancelled as anticipated and the 0(6°) term is 

the BFKL spectral function x^°H7)j (2.27). The intercept of the trajectory of 

the perturbative pomeron is determined by %(l/2). The term linear in b in (6.9) 

determines the correction to this intercept from the running coupling to the first 

non-trivial order in perturbation theory. Thus to order the intercept becomes 

ap(0) = 1 + (1 - 2cK,/3o(l - In 2 + ^(1))) . (6.11) 
vr 

In order to study the Borel singularities of the dipole cascade after multiple 

iterations of the kernel, it is convenient to view the dipole density n(Y, r, p) in 

terms of its Laplace and Mellin transforms. Returning to the dipole evolution 

equation (5.18) the Laplace is taken with respect to the rapidity Y 

poo 
h^^{r,p,h)— / dFe~'^^n(y, r, p. 6), (6.12) 

Jo 

and the anomalous dimension 7 is introduced via the Mellin transform 

n.^,'r{b) = J (6.13) 

Implementing these transforms and using the defining equation for ^(7, b) , (6.7), 
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converts (5.18) into an equation for the spectral amplitudes 

(jjn^j^^{h) =2d{b) 

+ ~ y xij — b'pQ,b') ^ ^ J n ,̂-),_h//3o(b — 6'). (6.14) 

This equation is universal for all semihard processes. The dipole density is re-

constructed from the spectral amplitudes as 

f ^ ( ^ ) - (6.15) 

The equation governing the spectral amplitudes (6.14) is an integral equation 

of the Volterra type. Such equations are known not to have eigenfunctions for 

bounded kernels. One way of constructing solutions is by iteration. In this case, 

the iterative solution is given by the formal expression 

.,(/>) (6.16) 
a;=0 

with 

% ( 6 ) = ^(^(6) 

4 ( @ ( 
Q2^2\ Wo 

%(? - 6) (6.17) 

(6.18) 
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and 

9 / /V \ ^ r?' \ 
^u)y{^) — ~ ^ ^ j J x(7 - [b — bk-i)3o, b - bfc_i) 

rh-i 

X / d6fc_2 %(? — {b — 6fc-2)/5o, 6&-1 — Ak-g) ••• 
Jo 

rbi 
X / d62 %('} — (6 — 62)/)o, — ^2) 

Jo 

X [ dbixil - {b-bi)po,b2-bi)x{'y-bPo,bi), (6.19) 

for k >2. The index A: counts the number of iterations of the kernel in eq. (6.14). 

Having identified the infra-red renormalon poles of %('}, 6), through (6.8), the 

Borel singularities of the spectral amplitude h.^-,-/{b) can be studied using (6.19). 

The contribution to »i^^(6) from the virtual (7-independent) terms only is 

2 ( - \ Y f Q ^ p ' Y " ' r ( - ( ( , - 6 i _ i ) / 3 „ ) 
X I aok^i uj V '̂TT/ \ 4 y Jq r{l + {b — bk-i)Po) 

1, r ( - ( b k - i - bk-2)3o) 

As the 6-integrals are nested, for 6 < l//3o no new singularity is introduced in the 

solution from these virtual corrections. For b > 1/,8q some of the F-function poles 

will be encountered on the 6-integration paths turning the leading b = 1/Po pole 

into a branch cut. Real contributions introduce singularities on the positive 6-

semiaxis for real 7, and for 0 < 7 < 1, the leading singularity is found from (6.18, 

6.19) to be located at 6 = 7/^0- Note that for bdo < 7 the real contributions to 

fi^Jrib) will not generate singularities because none of the poles of the functions 

in (6.19) are encountered along the nested 6-integration paths. For b0o > 7, as 
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in the case of virtual contributions, poles are found along some of the 6-paths 

turning the leading 6 = 7//?o pole into a branch cut. From (6.8, 6.19) it follows 

that there are also singularities for negative values of b. This means that b = 7/Jq 

is the position of the leading singularity for positive b only when 7 is in the range 

0 < 7 < 1. If we were to take 7 in the range n < 7 < n + 1, n E Z, then the 

leading infra-red singularity would be at 7 — n, and the singularities for negative b 

would be displaced further to the left on the negative 6-semiaxis. Although these 

singularities do not affect the estimate of the power corrections from the non-

perturbative effects, they reflect the fact that as 7 increases the dipole densities 

generated from these test functions become increasingly infra-red divergent. 

The above argument can be repeated for the contributions to the solution from 

cross products of virtual terms for some of the x-functions and real terms for 

the rest. The net result of this analysis is that the region of analyticity in Borel 

space of with 0 < 7 < 1 contains the interval 0 < 6 < 7//3o and the 

leading singularity is a branch cut at 6 = 7//?o- In the asymptotic limit F —> dc 

the anomalous dimension is 7 = 1/2 4- w with v the spectral parameter to 

be integrated over in eq. (6.15). Such a .Re(7) implies the presence of power 

corrections of 0{AQCD/Q) for the dipole density n{Y,r,p). These 1/Q power 

corrections have also been reported in the context of conventional BFKL approach 

[30]. These renormalon singularities herald an ambiguity in the 1 /Q corrections 

to the effective pomeron trajectory. Therefore, it is not possible to calculate the 

effect of such singularities on the pomeron intercept. One can, however, easily 

imagine that these non-perturbative power corrections could be important in 

resolving the conflict between the intercepts of the perturbative pomeron and 

the soft pomeron discussed in chapter 2. 

The evolution equation (5.18) is not conformally invariant because the action of 

the dipole kernel results in a shift of 7 by b'Po in eq. (6.14). However, having 
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established a region of analyticity in Borel space that contains 6 = 0, the b-

expansion can be employed as a measure of deviation from the conformai limit. 

From (6.9, 6.19) the 5-expansion of the spectral amplitude generated after k 

iterations of the kernel is 

^ T k ^ \ 
A In ( ^ 5 ^ ) x h ) ' + A>:'"(7)>(:(7)' ' 

(6 .21) 

The full spectral amplitude n^^j(b}, defined in eq. (6.16), can be constructed in 

the small-6 region from summing the powers of b. Summation of the leading 

powers of b, ie. retaining only the 0(6^"^) terms in eq. (6.21) is required in the 

region 

6<^1 , (6.22) 
TTW 

This 'resummation' of the 0{Ncx{j)b/{iOTr)) terms is well defined if the 0(6*) 

terms are small relative to the 0{b^~^) terms in eq. (6.21). For the 0(6* ln(Q^p^/4)) 

term this translates to the requirement 

(6.23) 

Hence, leading 6-power resummation is valid in the conformai limit of fixed cou-

pling. In this case the Borel transform can be readily inverted in terms of a fixed 
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Us to yield the well known answer for the BFKL spectral amplitude 

^ I NcasXh) I ^NcasXjj) | ^ 
nu! 

w - . V c Q J X W / " 
(6.24) 

and via eq. (6.15) the asymptotic solution for the dipole density is obtained 

(3.29). The dipole density in Borel space can therefore be identified with the 

usual asymptotic solution for n in the fixed coupling limit. 

6.3 A Numerical P rocedure to In tegra te ]C 

The test function [r'-)'' allowed a closed form for the action of the kernel on ( / - )^ 

to be determined, that is %('}, b) in (6.8). In the case of deep inelastic scattering 

which is considered in chapter 7, the integrals which have to be performed do not 

lend themselves to such an analysis and instead, computational methods will be 

employed. In order to test the numerical implementation of the kernel (5.20), the 

integral which defines the analytic % function was performed numerically. The 

translation of (5.20) into a framework which permits an efficient and accurate 

numerical analysis of the dipole kernel is described below. In this section it shall 

be assumed that the function upon which the kernel acts is f{r')5{b). In general, 

the b dependence of the function upon which the kernel acts will be more complex 

than this and an explicit convolution over the Borel variable will be required but 

the transformations to the kernel discussed in this section do not involve the Borel 

variable explicitly so the freedom exists to make this simplifying assumption. 

Firstly, note that the w dependence in the part of the kernel corresponding to 
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real emission (the second term of (5.20)) can be written in the form 

1 1 
^ R = 1, — ^ A ( r , / , U / ' ) (6.25) 

Jo W2 (1 — Ujj2 

where the subscript R has been used to signify that the real part of the kernel only 

is being considered. From inspection of (5.20) it can be observed that the function 

R{r,r',uj) contains no singularities in a-'. The end point singularities which occur 

in (6.25) are integrable but it was found that the numerical quadrature routines 

used in this study introduced inaccuracies when the uj integration was performed 

according to (6.25). Instead, the change of variables 

u = sin" (6.26) 

was made which converts (6.25) into the more manageable form 

A:A= / d_.'';?(r,/,w') (6.27) 
Jo 

Recall that the variables r< = min(r, r') and r> = max(r, r ') were used in the ex-

pression of ICR, (5.20). The introduction of these variables was necessary because 

of the structure of the standard integral (5.21). In order to integrate the kernel 

numerically, it is more convenient to split the r' integration region into two parts 

where the sectioning embodies the requirements demanded by (5.21), that is two 

integrations over r' with ranges 0 < r ' < r and r < r' < oo are considered. 

/ dr'iC{r,r',b)f{r') = / dr'lC{r,r',b)f{r') + / dr'}C{r,r',b)f{r') (6.28) 
Jo Jo Jr 

A change of variables from r' to C is then performed on each of these integrals 
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where 

( = — in the range 0 < r ' < r (6.29) 
r 

C = — in the range r < r' < cc (6.30) 
r' 

which converts the integrations on the right hand side of (6.28) as follows 

r d r ' ^ ( r , / . 6 ) / ( / ) = r d (^ iR( r , ( , 6 ) / « ) + T dC^2R(r, ( , 6 ) / ( r / ( ) 
Jo Jo Jo 

(6.31) 

and where ICIR and }C2R have the form 

^ ^ 2 % / Q v y " ' r ^ , r ( i - (1 - «(w'))6A) r ( i - s(u ' )bp,) 

TT 2 4 y Vo r ( i + ( i - s ( w ' ) ) 6 / ) o ) r ( i + g(w')6A) 

X 

_^^26A(1-Xw'))-1(2 _ ^2^25(w')6^o^F^ (g(w')6/)o, s(:.'')6/)o; 1; 

_^26^o(i-.(w'))-i^p^ ( - s (w' )6A, -g(a,')6A; 1; C')l (6.32) 

r / r ( l - (1 - s(w'))6A) r ( l - s(w')6/)o) 

TT̂  V 4 j jo r ( i + (1 - g(w'))6A) r ( i + s(w')6A) 

X [^-26^0-1(1 _ ^2)-l+26^o^p^ 1. ^2) 

_ ^2)2.(w')6jo^p^ (g(w')6^0, a(w')6A; l) ( ' ) 

—C ''2F1 (~'S(a;')65o! —•s(a;')5/?o; 1; C^)] (6.33) 
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and s(w') has been defined as 

s{ui') = s\v?{u'/2) (6.34) 

in an effort to simplify the expressions for ICIR and K2R- Note tha t the hyper-

geometric functions have been written in terms of their transformed representa-

tion according to (6.2). When the kernel is supplied with a Borel argument b 

greater than O.b/po, the untransformed hypergeometric functions are convergent 

at C = 1 and these convergent functions are used in the numerical analysis, eg. 

2F1 (1 - 6Jo, 1 - bPo] 1; C") is used instead of {bPo, bPo] 1; (^) for 

bPo > 0.5 and so on. 

It was demonstrated in section 6.1 tha t the ultra-violet singularities at 6 — 0 

present in both the real and virtual contributions to the kernel cancelled against 

each other. Despite this, the numerical t reatment of the 6 = 0 region requires 

careful attention to ensure that this cancellation between the real and virtual 

parts actually occurs. Recall tha t only the first terms in (6.32) and (6.33) are 

responsible for the singularity as ( —>- 1. Consider the integral over ( of the first 

term in (6.32) as an example. It can be written in the form 

r . . PiK.fc) P i ( c = i,fe) , / - ' y i ( c , f c ) - y i ( c = i,i') 

where the function Vi{B,(̂ ) is constructed from the first term of ICIR and takes 

the form 

6) = r J ^ , r ( i - (1 - s K ) ) 6 A ) r ( i - »(w')6A) 

X 

TT̂  y 4 y JQ r ( l -|- (1 — s(a''))6/3o) r ( l + s(a;')6/3o) 

C{1 + (6A,6/3„; 1; C") / « ) (6.36) 

The same procedure is applied to the first term of and a function 'P2{C, b) can 
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be constructed in the same way. Note that this rearrangement of the C integral 

is analogous to the parameterisation of the singular part of the kernel in terms of 

distributions (6.4) with the overall factor of 2 in (6.4) being accounted for by the 

fact that two integrals, one with kernel )CIR and the other with kernel IC2R are 

being performed. It should be noted that both Pi(C, b) and %(C, b). reproduced 

in (6.37), coincide at C = 1 by definition. 

TT" \ 4 y JQ r ( l + (1 — s[uj'))b3o) r ( l + s(tL'')6Jo) 

X 6A; 1; / (r /C) (6.37) 

Also, Vi{C, b) and 7̂ 2(C- b) approach Pi(C = 1,6) faster than (1 —C) so that the in-

tegrations over C give finite results. Examining the structure of (6.36) and (6.37) 

at C — 1 demonstrates that the coefficients of the 6 = 0 pole terms in 

and the virtual part of the kernel sum to zero so that the overall kernel is finite. 

Numerical tests showed that this method of rewriting the real part of the kernel 

was sufficient to guarantee finite results as 6 -4 -0 . The procedures which have 

been described were found to provide the most efficient way of incorporating the 

Borel transformed dipole evolution kernel (5.20) into a numerical quadrature rou-

tine. In the next section, results are presented to show that the transformations 

on (5.20) in this section are entirely consistent and that the function xi l^b) is 

returned when the kernel acts on the test function 

6.4 Numerical Evaluation of X(7, 

In this section, results are presented which demonstrate that performing the 

numerical integration of the kernel (6.7) using the algorithm discussed in section 

6.3 returns the % function defined by (6.8). The results are presented here for 
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Numerical Integration of /C, (5.20) 

Xil, b) 60 

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 
bPo 

Figure 6.1: Numerically evaluated %('y, 6) plotted against hd^ demonstrating the 
singularity as 5,Jo —>0.5 

the case 7 = 0.5. 

From the analytical expression for x(7, 6) and the discussion which follows equa-

tion (6.8), it is expected that the % function will be finite at 6 = 0 with a value 

of \(°)(0.5). A pole term is also expected to be present at bPo = 7 — 0.5. The 

graph illustrated in fig. 6.1 shows %(7, b) determined by numerical integration of 

i t acting on (r'^)"' plotted against bPo over the range 0 < bpo < 0.5. The singular 

behaviour of %(^. b) is clearly present as bdo —> 0.5 . The data near bpo = 0.5 was 

fitted to the form 

1.05 

0.5 — bpn 
(6.38) 

confirming the presence of a simple pole at 6/5o = 0.5. To check the consistency 

of the numerical integration over )C , (5.20) over the full range of b, the io integra-

tion in the analytic expression for %(7,6), (6.8) was evaluated numerically using 
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I I I 

Numerical Integration of K. (5.20) 

( ? ) + ( 7 ) + 6-%^-' ( 7 ) 

Figure 6.2: Numerically evaluated %('y, h) plotted against 6Jo in the region of 
6 = 0. Linear and quadratic approximations in b derived from the analytic 
expression for • b) near 6 = 0 are also plotted. 

the transformation described in (6.26). As one might expect, the same results 

were obtained by using this method to determine b) as were obtained by 

integrating the kernel numerically. It was observed however tha t the results ob-

tained in the region of the singularity at bpo = 0.5 were slightly more unstable in 

the case where ^ was integrated numerically. These instabilities were not serious 

however and it was concluded that the algorithm used to integrate IC numerically 

was satisfactory. 

The region of Borel space near 6 = 0 in fig. 6.1 is magnified in fig. 6.2. Numerical 

evaluation of %("/, 6) was performed for b values as low as 6 ~ 1.0 x 10"^ and 

finite results were obtained, confirming that the procedure introduced in section 

6.3 to ensure the cancellation between real and virtual singularities at 6 = 0 is 

effective. The other plots in fig. 6.2 show the linear and quadratic power series 

approximations in b to x{l) 6) near 6 = 0. When 7 = 0.5, the coefficient functions 
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and used to construct the power series expansion in b take 

the numerical values 

%(°)(0.5) = 2.773 

%(^)(0.5) = 1.500 (6.39) 

= 1219 

The b — 0 intercept of % evaluated numerically was found to be (0.5) = 41n2 

which is the numerical factor found in the BFKL case. 

In chapter 7, no analytic expressions for the integral of the kernel are available 

and numerical methods will provide the only results. The success of the numerical 

method to determine % accurately is therefore encouraging. 
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Chapte r 7 

T h e Borel Singularity S t ruc tu re 

of Small-z DIS 

The analysis of chapter 6 examined the singularity structure of the Borel trans-

formed evolution kernel and the dipole density n in some detail. The objective 

of this chapter is to apply the dipole formalism to describe deep inelastic scat-

tering at small-x. The analysis will be carried out in the Borel plane and the 

Borel singularity structure of the small-x structure functions will be determined 

numerically. 

Although the operator product expansion can be used to determine higher twist 

power contributions to deep inelastic scattering functions this approach is only 

valid outside the high energy limit because of the two large ordered scales which 

characterise the small-x limit of QCD. It is found that order of the power cor-

rections that the approach used in this study predicts are consistent with those 

obtained by the conventional operator product expansion. 
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7.1 The Borel Transform of t he DIS S t ruc tu re 

Functions 

The form of the structure function FL{X,Q'^) where L denotes the longitudinal 

structure function can be constructed in the dipole approach from the defining 

equation (2.39) and the expression derived for the cross section for the interac-

tion between a longitudinally polarised virtual photon and a proton (3.34). Ac-

cordingly, in the Borel plane, the Borel transformed expression for the structure 

function FL{X, b) is given by 

FL{x,Q^,b) :== — [ dzd'^r^^°\r,z)crdN{y = lri{z/x),r,b) 
4'i Cigrn Jo 

- — — ^ dzdV$5° ' ( r , z ) [ ^ - ^h{Y, r , p ,b ) ao{p ) (7.1) 

where Y — ln(z/x) is the large rapidity. Recall tha t z) represents the con-

tribution from the 7* —> qq fluctuation which is the initial perturbative onium 

state from which the dipole cascade evolves. The exact functional forms for 

z) and $ j ^ ( r , z) (for the transversely polarised photon) can be calculated 

in perturbation theory [38. 49] and when expressed in terms of transverse coor-

dinates, they take the form 

z) = - z f Q ' K o i t t r f (7,2) 
[Ziry 

$^)(r , z) = + (1 - z ) ^ ) / K i ( M ^ 4- m^Ko(/^)^] (7.3) 

where jj is defined by 

— z(l — Z)Q'^ + ml (7.4) 
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and where is the modified Bessel function of order u, Zg is the quark charge 

and TUq is the quark mass. The virtuality of the photon is Q"̂ . In the numerical 

analysis performed, the limit of zero mass quarks is taken and the electronic 

charge e is scaled to 1. Also, in the initial quark-antiquark pair formed from the 

7*. the quark and antiquark are assumed to have equal longitudinal momentum 

fractions which maximises the z dependence of and in (7.2) and (7.3). 

The initial 7* -> qq fluctuation can be thought of as having transverse size of 

order 1/Q using this assumption. 

In (7.1), the Borel transformed dipole-nucleon cross section a^N is a solution to 

the Borel plane evolution equation 

—dd.\(Y,r,b) = J dr'J db'lC{r,r',b') ddN{Y,r',b ~ b'), (7.5) 

where IC is given by (5.20) and this integro-differential equation has boundary 

condition 

'^j.v(^ = 0, r) = (̂ (6) (7o(r). (7.6) 

This has the same form as the evolution equation for fixed coupling discussed 

in section 3.4. The structure functions always contain a non-perturbative part 

labelled by (Jq, the cross section for the absorption of a dipole by the nucleon 

at impact parameter r. The mass scale which governs ctq is where m^v 

represents a typical nucleon mass. The dipole cascade h is generated from the 

initial qq wavefunction and is governed by the perturbative scale It is this 

perturbative scale which appears in the integration kernel IC. Borel singularities 

present in n will therefore correspond to leading power correction terms to the 

perturbative result which are of order (l/Q^)^ where p represents the position of 

the leftmost pole on the positive real b axis. The b dependence in (7.1) is present 

only through the dipole density n. 
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Recall that the physical role which fulfils is that it determines the distribution 

of the initial qq pair in transverse coordinate space. A more precise understanding 

of this distribution comes from noting the asymptotic behaviour of a modified 

Bessel function K^('u) as u —> oo 

Note that the leading term in this asymptotic expansion is independent of the 

order of the Bessel function and hence both 7* polarisations scale in the same 

asymptotic manner. When the expressions are viewed in this context, the 

scale can be seen to act as an infra-red regulator where qq dipole configurations 

with large Qr will be suppressed by virtue of (7.7). 

At the end of the dipole cascade, where the convolution with the dipole-nucleon 

cross section <7o{p) occurs, o'o(/)) is the quantity which regulates the emission of 

dipoles of large sizes. Dipoles of size p )#> (1/m^v), where (l/m^v) represents the 

nucleon size, will not couple to the target. 

7.2 T h e Borel Singularity S t ruc tu re of the Small-

X S t ruc tu re Functions 

Before presenting numerical results illustrating the Borel dependence of a^/v, the 

differences between the analysis in this section and that carried out in chapter 6 

is discussed. In chapter 6, the action of the kernel on the test function (r'^)'*' 

was studied and an analytic expression for the Borel singularity structure was 

determined (6.8). The test functions were then used as a basis for decomposing 

the dipole density in terms of the spectral amplitudes (6.13) and it was observed 

that this led to infra-red renormalons whose position were dependent on the value 
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of 7. If this procedure were applicable for constructing the structure functions 

in this section, it would yield a leading infra-red renormalon at = 7 which 

would be to the left of bPo = l i f O < 7 < l and would correspond to a power 

correction of order This would be in contradiction with the usual Wil-

son operator product expansion developed for deep inelastic scattering structure 

functions away from small-z which predicts leading power corrections of order 

(1/Q^). This apparent contradiction between the operator product expansion 

and the approach followed here does not arise however. 

In section 6.2 it was noted that the infra-red renormalon singularities arise from 

the r ' Z$> r region in the integral over r' in (6.7), that is where dipoles are emitted 

with large impact parameters. In terms of the dipole nucleon density evolution, 

(7.5) the infra-red renormalon singularities arise from the large r' region. Al-

though the dipole-nucleon absorption cross section ao(r') is not calculable within 

perturbative QCD some of its properties can be deduced. The cross section (Jo(r') 

is controlled by a nucleon wave function which is suppressed at large r ' (where the 

scale 'large' is relative to the nucleon radius). This leads one to the conclusion 

that the probability of finding a sufficiently large primary dipole inside a nucleon 

is negligible. The cross section ctq can be modelled to incorporate this large im-

pact parameter and this is the procedure which is employed in the numerical 

analysis which follows. 

It has been argued that the nucleon wave function is rapidly suppressed at large 

impact parameter. In this study, it is assumed that this suppression is exponential 

for asymptotically large impact parameter. The model chosen is to adopt the 

impact parameter dependence calculated for the virtual photon (7.2). Note that 

for the realistic case of DIS this is a model whereas if the scattering of two virtual 

photons were being considered (onium-onium scattering) then this model would 

be exact as both ends of the dipole cascade would link to objects which were 



calculable in perturbation theory. It is required that the model of the nucleon 

wavefunction is normalisable and for this reason the functional dependence of the 

nucleon wavefunction part of ctq is taken to be Ko(mjvp)^. Choosing the impact 

parameter space dependence of the transversely polarised photon would not give 

rise to a normalisable wavefunction as it would exhibit an ultra-violet divergence 

which can be observed by noting that Ki(p) behaves like l / p as p -> 0. In the 

case of the transverse photon, this divergence is associated with the wavefunction 

renormalisation of the photon. Note that from the property of the modified Bessel 

functions (7.7), it can be seen that the asymptotic dependence is independent of 

the order i/ of K^. The choice of Kq is normalisable and reproduces the assumed 

large impact parameter behaviour. The function used to model the cross section 

is 

= /Ko(mjvp)^ (7.8) 

with Borel transform 

= p^Ko(myvp)5(6) (T.9) 

One should not think that this model for ctq determines the non-perturbative 

quantity ctq exactly and it should be emphasised that the structure functions will 

always contain a non-perturbative component which cannot be calculated. 

Returning to the discussion regarding the leading infra-red renormalon, note that 

the modified Bessel function cannot be decomposed into a set of basis functions 

of the form (r^)^. It is for this reason that 7 dependent renormalon singularities 

will not appear to the left of % = 1 in the Borel plane expression for a^N 

determined by (7.5). Note that this does not mean that one should conclude that 

infra-red renormalons do not arise from real emission, however it does mean that 
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the leading infra-red renormalon in the Borel transformed dipole density function 

in deep inelastic scattering is predicted to appear at 6/?o = 1 which indicates that 

leading power corrections of order 1/Q^ are present. This result is then consistent 

with the usual operator product expansion result. These predictions were tested 

numerically and the results are discussed in section 7.3. 

It is pertinent to note the interplay of the two momentum scales present in the 

scattering process at this point, namely the soft, hadronic scale denoted by 

and the hard scale Q. The small scale m/v acts as an infrared regulator and 

normalises the measured structure functions. In the numerical analysis presented 

in section 7.3, this scale is set to myv = iGeV. However, in the short distance 

part of the process the scale is determined by Q, the inverse size of the 7* probe, 

and this approach aims at determining the power corrections with respect to this 

hard scale. It is the suppression of the wavefunction for the dipole produced by 

this probe for sizes r > I/O that leads to the appearance of the first renormalon 

singularity at b3o = 1. giving rise to the first Q- dependent power correction. 

The structure of the power corrections is a property of the short distance part 

and does not depend on the specific model that is chosen for ctq. It is due to 

this property that renormalon analysis can be used to determine the structure of 

the power corrections as signalled by perturbation theory itself, using a method 

similar to that discussed in chapter 4. Note that the coefficient of the power cor-

rection involves a factor which is dependent on the modelling of o-q. This same 

undetermined factor also multiplies the contributions to the structure functions 

which come from inverting the terms which are non-singular in Borel space. This 

common undetermined factor will not affect estimates of the relative importance 

of power corrections with regard to the perturbative result and is a signal that 

in order to calculate the structure functions absolutely, some experimental in-

put from outside perturbation theory is required. In this study, the structure 

functions are not determined absolutely but the estimated size of the power cor-



rections relative to the perturbative contribution is discussed. In chapter 8 a 

prescription will be introduced to invert the Borel transform numerically and 

estimate the importance of the power correction term. 

Before discussing the numerical results obtained, it is appropriate to introduce 

one further piece of notation which will be used in the next section and also in 

chapter 8. The quantity //.(F, is defined by 

/ (y ,Q^ ,6 ) = (7.10) 

To arrive at the expression for f i , all integrations over impact parameter vari-

ables have been performed. The dependence on which arises from the hard 

scale present in and h has been shown explicitly as this is the scale with 

which the Borel transform of the running coupling was defined in (5.1). A simi-

lar quantity f x could be defined in the case where a transversely polarised virtual 

photon probe is present. In this study, only /L will be considered. Both transverse 

and longitudinal polarisations possess the same large r asymptotic bahaviour by 

virtue of the Bessel function expansion (7.7) which leads to the same type of 

power corrections in both cases. However it has already been remarked that the 

expression for the transversely polarised photon (7.3) is ultra-violet divergent be-

cause of the small r form of the first order modified Bessel function. A numerical 

subtraction procedure could be implemented to regulate this divergence, however 

in this study, the case of longitudinal polarisation only is considered. 
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7.3 Numerical Analysis of t he Borel Singularity 

S t ruc tu re in DIS 

In this section, the numerical algorithm used to construct the dipole density a^N 

is discussed and results which demonstrate that that this function is regular in 

the region 0 < b3o < 1 are presented along with evidence that the first Borel 

singularity is encountered at bpo = 1. 

The functional form of ctq (7.9) prevents an analytic solution to (7.5) from being 

found. Numerical methods must be used to perform the integrals over r' and b' 

in (7.5) and the integral over co present in the integration kernel (5.20). Specifi-

cally, the Borel transformed dipole density adN is approximated by a power series 

expansion in rapidity Y 

r, 6) = ^ 

so as to bring the evolution equation into the form 

= y y d6'^(r , / , 6 - 6'). (7.12) 

Functions /^"^(Q'.6) are defined from the coeificient functions a^'^(r, &) of the 

power series expansion (7.11) in an analogous way to (7.10). In this chapter, the 

results are discussed primarily in terms of the functions ( and (Q^, 6) 

is employed in chapter 8). This is because the integration over r performed 

in the construction of / takes place after the procedure (7.12) is carried out. 

Discussing the behaviour of (r, b) allows the method of generating the power 

series coefficients to be examined in more detail. 

The first convolution of the kernel with a{p, b), denoted by is slightly simpler 
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Figure 7.1: The behaviour of (r, b) plotted against bPo for rriNr = 1 

to perform numerically than subsequent iterations because the b dependence of 

is a simple Dirac-delta function in b and hence no numerical convolution 

integral in b has to be performed. The integration over the transverse size r' in 

(7.12) is performed using the transformations discussed in section 6.3, that is the 

r ' integration is converted into two integrations over C , where 0 < C < 1 and the 

algorithm described for parameterising the ( — 1 behaviour is implemented. 

It is found that a' ^ exhibits the singularity structure anticipated from the dis-

cussion in section 7.2. This is illustrated in fig. 7.1 where is plotted against 

bpo for rriMr = 1. Recall that the integration over r is not performed in the 

determination of and so has been plotted in terms of the dimensionless 

quantity m ^ r . Observe that the leftmost singularity in the Borel plane appears 

at bdo — 1 and this is identified as the leading infra-red renormalon. The most 

singular behaviour of as bPa —> 1 was found to be a simple pole in Borel space. 

For the first iteration, the pole term arises entirely from the virtual correction 

contribution to 
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Figure 7.2: The behaviour of (7£y(r, h) plotted against 6,Jo near 6 = 0 for rriNr = 1 

There is no evidence of any singular behaviour in the region 0 < b̂ Q < 1 and 

this is illustrated in fig. 7.2 where is plotted over an intermediate range of 

bPo- No singularities can be detected near 6 = 0 and it was concluded that the 

algorithm used to encode the 6 = 0 region has again been effective in handling the 

cancellation between the real and virtual terms. In order to generate subsequent 

iterations, it is necessary to know the large r behaviour of It is found that 

there is a distinct difference between the asymptotic behaviour of af^{r,b) and 

6) as rriivr —> co. The large r behaviour of is illustrated in fig. (7.3) 

for an intermediate value of 6/?o = 0.25. Whereas 6) decays exponentially 

at large m.yr, (7.7), the asymptotic behaviour of a[^^{r,b) can be parameterised 

by 

(7.13) 

Examination of the kernel (5.20) reveals that }C scales as ^ at large 
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Figure 7.3: The behaviour of b) plotted against TTINT at b^Q = 0.25 

mi^r' and this is the scaling behaviour which dominates in the convolution to 

determine the behaviour of For intermediate values of the result 

obtained can be fitted accurately if the parameterisation is extended to include 

logarithmic correction terms and it is found that the large r behaviour can be 

fitted bv 

+ 02 In(my^r) + 03 (7.14) 

where ai, og and 03 are fit parameters. This fit is exhibited in fig. (7.3) where 

the points represent actual data points generated and the fit is plotted as a solid 

line. In section 7.2, it was argued that the exponential nature of at large 

myvr was responsible for the Borel singularity structure observed in the result of 

the first iteration. The power like behaviour of d^^^{r,b) at large rripfr does not 

imply that new singularities will appear in the Borel plane to the left of b(3o = 1 

in subsequent iterations. The action of the convolution in b' in each subsequent 
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iteration guarantees this. For large r', the convolution integrand has a factor 

^/(26'/3o-i) arising from the kernel and a factor fj-om the behaviour 

of b) and the integration introduces a factor of r; the result of this being 

that the second convolution also exhibits a power dependence of the form param-

eterised in eq. (7.13) for large r. This large r behaviour is sufficient to predict the 

position of the leading Borel plane singularity for subsequent iterations. Since 

the infrared singularities are determined by the infrared (large r) behaviour of 

the function on which the kernel acts, consider 

J db' J dr']C{r, r' ,b — h') = 

N /^2_2\ WO 

y d6'%(6'A - 1,6 - 6') j - (7.15) 

Then, from (6.8) and the discussion that follows, it can be observed that (by 

replacing 7 by 65o — 1 and 6 by 6 — 6' in (6.8) ) xi^'Po — 1,6 — b') has a leading 

singularity at b3o = 1, which is where the leading singularity will be found for all 

subsequent iterations. 

This is confirmed by carrying out a subsequent iteration numerically to generate 

(7^~ (̂r, b). The numerical procedure now becomes more complex. The two dimen-

sional grid (in (r.b) space) of values taken by (T^^^(r,6) which was generated in 

the first iteration is used as the basis for a surface interpolation algorithm [50, 51] 

to return values of b') to the convolution integral (7.12). In performing the 

convolution over b. care was also taken to ensure that the algorithm selected the 

appropriate form of the hypergeometric function (6.2) depending on whether 6/?o 

was greater or less than 0.5. Requests from the numerical integration routine for 

6 — b') at large r' were handled by using the fit described in (7.14). The 

results for myyr = 1 are illustrated in fig. 7.4 where the leftmost singularity is 

located at 6/?o = 1 supplying evidence for the argument involving Borel trans-
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mp^r — 1 

Figure 7.4: The behaviour of b) plotted against bPo at = 1 

forms given above. It was also observed that the functional form of h) near 

6 Jo = 1 was a simple pole. However, due to the complexity of the real part of the 

kernel and the added complexity which is added by the Borel convolution , sub 

leading terms in (1 — 6/3o) could not be conclusively determined. It was found 

however that the coefficient of the pole term could be determined with sufficient 

accuracy for it to be used in the analysis of chapter 8 despite the ambiguity in 

the functional form of the sub leading terms. Note that the shape of the distri-

bution is broader near 6/?o = 1 than in the first iteration . For the second and 

subsequent iterations, the leading singularity at 6/3o is converted into a cut with 

a branch point at bS^ — 1 which receives singular contributions from both the 

virtual correction and real emission part of the kernel. 

Note that the convolution also leads to a linear fall off as 5/?o —> 0. In higher 

iterations of the kernel, it is the intermediate b^o range which will be of the most 

significance. The 6 ^ 0 behaviour of (r, b) can be seen more clearly in fig. 7.5 
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Figure 7.5; The behaviour of h) near 6 = 0 plotted against 6/3o at m^r = 1 

where a more restricted range of 6/3o values is plotted compared to fig. 7.4 . The 

generation of these iterations proved to be a numerically intensive task. It became 

increasingly difficult to isolate the coefficient of the pole for higher iterations and 

because the coefficient of the pole is an important quantity in estimating the 

importance of the power correction terms to the perturbative result, in the next 

chapter only the first three iterations will be used to make estimations. In these 

iterations, fitting algorithms could determine the pole coefficient to a sufficiently 

reliable degree of accuracy for the analysis in chapter 8. 

Although only the first three iterations will be used to estimate the size of the 

power correction terms, fourth and fifth iterations were performed and the de-

pendence on b is demonstrated in fig. 7.6 and fig. 7.7 respectively. Although the 

results are slightly more unstable in the region of the pole, it is still clear that 

the first singularity in the Borel plane appears at 6/3o = 1-

Note that the fifth iteration exhibits a turning point near bPo = 0.8. The ex-

act function which was responsible for this could not be determined but it was 
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Figure 7.6: The behaviour of b) near 6 = 0 plotted against 6/3o at m.yr = 1 
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Figure 7.7: The behaviour of b) near 6 = 0 plotted against 6/5o at rriNr = 1 
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found that above 6/?o = 1 the pole term became dominant and a^^^{r,b) -> +00 

monotonically. 

In this chapter, it has been demonstrated that the leading Borel plane singularity 

for the deep inelastic structure functions is located at b3o = 1 and this was 

confirmed using a numerical procedure. In the next chapter, the size of the 

power correction terms due to this singularity in Borel space and the effects of 

running the coupling will be studied by implementing a prescription to invert the 

Borel transform. 
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Chap te r 8 

Physical Significance of t h e DIS 

Power Correct ions 

In chapter 7, the Borel singularity structure of the deep inelastic scattering struc-

ture functions was determined in the leading logarithmic ( I /2 ) limit by deter-

mining the Borel singularities of the function ddN{Y,r,b). In this chapter, the 

functions 6) defined by (7.10) are used to investigate the properties of 

the leading ( l /Q^) power corrections which are predicted by these Borel plane 

singularities. It is emphasised again that an absolute prediction for the structure 

functions F{x, will not be made. Instead, the relative contributions of the 

fixed coupling, perturbative and power correction terms to the structure func-

tions are estimated. This estimation is independent of the unknown but common 

non-perturbative factor which is present in the analysis of chapter 7. 
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8.1 Inver t ing the Borel Transform 

The reader will recall from chapter 4 that an observable O(Q^) can be recon-

structed from the Borel transformed 0(6) by using the Borel transformation 

(4.4). It was noted that the transformation was only unique if there were no 

singularities on the positive real axis. In the presence of infra-red renormalons 

a specific prescription has to be used to distort the path of the b integration in 

the complex b plane around the renormalon and it was noted that the prescrip-

tion adopted introduces an ambiguity into the theory. In this chapter a specific 

prescription for the treatment of the Borel transform in the region of the pole is 

used. It is assumed that the contribution from integrating around a pole term at 

bpQ = 1 is given by the magnitude of the Cauchy integral 

where QCD scale parameter has been introduced using (2.7) and C is the residue 

of the pole term in Borel space. Recall that the order of the power correction 

is not ambiguous and that the presence of an infra-red renormalon at bPo — 1 

leads to the existence of terms with power dependence (1/Q^) when viewed in 

terms of the running coupling. It is the non-unique nature of the method which 

is employed to estimate the contribution from the pole region which introduces 

an ambiguity. It is therefore recognised that the prescription set out by (8.1) may 

under or over estimate the importance of power corrections however it is expected 

that this only results in a ambiguity of order one. This estimate therefore provides 

an order of magnitude estimate of the non-perturbative higher twist effects. 

In the specific case of 6), the specific procedure used to invert this Borel 

transform can be traced from (4.2) and (4.4). Using the prescription defined 

above, the transform of f ^ i \ Q ' . b ) , can be written as the sum of three 
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terms 

FI\Q') = / & ' ( « ' ) + / S ( e ' ) + /&'(<?') (8.2) 

where the these terms are defined by 

/ i F ( Q ' ) = / (8.3) 

/ l f ( ' 3 ^ ) is the result which arises from the fixed coupling regime, tha t is the 

regime where the coupling is determined by the external momentum so by 

'fixed coupling' one should understand that the quantity is governed by 

Q!s(Q^). The presence of the fixed coupling term, in the Borel can be 

traced from (4.2). In terms of the scattering process under consideration, it is 

the term which arises from acting n times on G^°)(r) with the kernel ^ at 6 = 0 

or equivalently, with the fixed coupling kernel ^DIP (3.27) where is evaluated 

at scale and then multiplying by the perturbative qq onium and integrating 

over the remaining transverse size. 

The term which is explicitly dependent on the prescription for treating the pole 

contribution is where 

/LP(Q') = 

= 2 .C ( ^ ) (8.4) 

where (8.1) has been used to perform the integral. 

The term arises from the running of the coupling and is defined by 

flll(Q') = (8.5) 
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The integrand in (8.5) is integrable over b as bpo ^ 1 as all pole terms have been 

subtracted. Up to systematic factors which are related to the determination of 

the pole coefficient, /^'^(Q^) is not an ambiguously defined quantity. The inverse 

transform integral in (8.5) should be performed over the range 0 < 6 < oo. In this 

case, values of the function f ^ \ Q ' , b ) were not available above bPo = 1 and an 

upper limit of bPo = 1 was imposed. This imposed cutoff introduces an artificial 

correction term of order {^QCD/Q^)\^[(Q2fi^—y which must be subtracted. This 

can be observed from the integral (8.5). Rescaling the integration variable in 

terms of u = bPo and inserting the explicit form for as{Q^) from (2.7), (8.5) can 

be rewritten as 

' 0 1 — u 
(8.6) 

The term in the square brackets in (8.6) is defined so that it is integrable at 

u — 1. Assume that the term in square brackets is actually constant near u = 1 

and equal to R, then the integral in (8.6) can be performed analytically and the 

result is 

^ l n ( Q V A | c c ) 

The term containing the factor (Ag^^/Q^) is due to the artificial upper cut-off 

which has been imposed. In order to remove this explicit dependence on the value 

of the upper limit a term proportional 0'^QCD/Q' )in(Q-2/\i—) was subtracted from 

the result of (8.5) and the exact coefficient was determined numerically. Another 

approximation which has been made in this treatment of inverting the Borel 

transform is that the contribution from the exponential integral function which 

would arise from a more analytical treatment of the integral in (8.1) has been 

neglected. The next section contains a brief description of how the terms 

and were determined numerically. 
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Iteration Coefficient of pole at bdo = 1 
1 -0.00034 
2 -0.015 
3 0.045 

Table 8.1: Pole coefficients o f f o r n = 1,2,3 

8.2 Numerical Evaluation of and 

It has been demonstrated that the numerical algorithm used to code the kernel 

effectively handles the 6 = 0 region. The fixed coupling term was arrived 

at numerically by iterating the b dependent kernel on (p) at a very small 

value of b, where the singularities between real and virtual terms still cancelled 

numerically. It was found that a value of 6 = 1.0 x 10"^ could be used without 

difficulty. 

The calculation of required knowledge of the 6,Jo = 1 pole coefficient in 

order that the term in parentheses in (8.5) could be calculated accurately. It was 

found that although the form of the subleading terms near bPo = 1 could not 

be determined, the difference that this made to the coefficient of the pole term 

in the first three iterations was not severe enough to invalidate the subtraction 

procedure used in (8.5) and consistent finite results were obtained by performing 

the b integration numerically. Lack of confidence in the coefficient of the pole at 

b3(j = 1 for the fourth and subsequent iterations generated led to those iterations 

being discarded in this analysis. The coefficients obtained for the first three 

iterations are presented in table 8.2. The coefficient of the pole term at 6/3o = 1 

after the first iteration is much smaller than subsequent iterations. This can be 

explained by noting that the pole dependence of 6) arises entirely from 

the term corresponding to virtual emission in the first iteration. In second and 

subsequent iterations, the convolution over b is responsible for the larger pole 
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Figure 8.1: fLFiy-Q')jLR{Y,Q'^)jLp{Y,Q'^) plotted against at F = 3 

coefficients. From iteration 2 onwards, the pole coefficients alternated in sign. 

8.3 Numerical Resul ts 

The results obtained for each iteration are not presented independently but in-

stead they are treated as the coefficients in the expansion of / / ,(y, Q^) where 

7t: 

and is expanded in terms of (8.2). In fig. 8.1, the three terms which 

contribute to are plotted for the case where Y' = 3. The dependence 

of fL{y,Q^) on at y = 4 is illustrated in fig. 8.2. In both graphs, the fixed 

coupling term gives rise to the largest contribution to fL{y,Q^) at low The 

contributions to from the terms arising from considering a running 
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Figure 8.2: 0^ ) ,Ap(y , Q^) plotted against at F = 4 

coupling at low 0'^ for Y = 3 and Y = 4 are smaller than the fixed coupling 

case but not insignificant, indicating that predictions for structure functions in 

the small-x limit at low values of may require the terms arising from running 

the coupling to be included. At low the power correction term f i p has 

a 1/Q^ dependence and rises rapidly as Q"̂  decreases. The dependence of 

the term arising from the running coupling, JLR is less severe and behaves like 

At high values of the power correction terms fall off as (1/Q^) and 

the fixed coupling term / l f ( Y , term dominates. At high values of it is 

expected that the usual BFKL result should provide a reasonable estimate of the 

structure functions calculated by resumming leading logarithms in longitudinal 

momentum. From the discussion in 2.4.2, the probability of diffusion into the 

region of transverse momenta where the coupling becomes large decreases with 

increasing and the result for should become less sensitive to non-

pert urbative effects. 
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Figure 8.3: / l ( ^ , plotted against Y for = 2GeV'^ 

It is also interesting to consider how the individual components of Y) be-

have with rapidity. The graphs shown in figs. 8.3,8.4.8.5 show the evolution of 

fipiY, Q'^), fipiY, Q-) and finiY, Q'^) with F as determined by the power series 

expansion (8.8). The evolution of each component o f Q - ) is plotted for three 

different values of = 2GeV'^, — 5GeV'^ and = lOGeV^ respectively. 

The graph in fig. 8.3 indicate that as larger rapidities are considered, the con-

tribtion to f i iY , Q^) still has a small but increasing component from fiRiY, 

and fipiYjQ'^) indicating that the fixed coupling term fLF{Y,Q'^) may not be 

sufficient to describe the structure functions completely at large rapidities and 

low Q^. At = lOGeV'^ however, the fixed coupling term f i f i Y , Q'̂ ) dominates 

and appears to be increasing fastest with rapidity indicating that at this value 

of the power correction terms and the effects from running the coupling are 

only of very slight importance. 
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Figure 8.5; fL{y,Q^) plotted against Y for Q'^ — IQGeV^ 
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Chap te r 9 

Concluding Remarks 

In this thesis, the high energy limit of QCD has been discussed. Using the BFKL 

approach in chapter 2, it was argued that a running coupling should be imple-

mented into the leading logarithmic resummation. The complexities involved in 

the ^-channel gluon ladder picture which results from the BFKL equation did 

not provide a framework into which the running QCD coupling could be inserted 

in a systematic way. Instead, the QCD dipole approach was introduced and it 

was demonstrated that the radiation of gluons (colour dipoles in the large Nc 

limit) was equivalent to the BFKL formalism. The analogues between the dipole 

evolution and jet cascades were observed and this provided a guide in the in-

corporation of a running coupling into the QCD dipole approach. In order to 

identify the infra-red singularity structure of the dipole evolution equation, the 

Borel transform was introduced. 

After determining the Borel transformed probability for one gluon emission from a 

dipole, the explicit form for the probability for one gluon emission with a running 

coupling expressed in terms of impact parameters was deduced and it was found 

that the argument of the running coupling could not be simply expressed in terms 
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of the transverse coordinates of the dipole and the emitted gluon alone. 

An integral equation describing the evolution of the dipole density with rapidity 

was formulated in Borel space which allowed identification of an evolution kernel 

K. It was demonstrated that iC reduced to the dipole evolution kernel developed 

with a fixed coupling in the limit where the Borel plane variable 6-4-0. The exact 

cancellation of a singularity at 6 = 0 between the terms responsible for real and 

virtual gluon exchange was also demonstrated proving that K was ultra-violet 

finite when both real and virtual contributions were considered. 

By acting with the kernel ^ on a test function of the form an expression was 

developed for the function y(7, h) which revealed the Borel singularity structure 

of the kernel. It was found that in the 6 —)• 0 limit, x("S reduced to the well 

known BFKL spectral function. Poles on the positive real b-axis identified with 

infra-red renormalons were observed at values of n/,5o and also at bPo — n — j 

where n is a positive integer. A numerical procedure was developed to integrate 

the kernel numerically and it was confirmed that numerical analysis reproduced 

the function %('.6) when the kernel was allowed to act upon 

The analysis was continued to model the Borel transformed deep inelastic scat-

tering structure functions using the dipole approach. It was argued that due to 

the form of the impact factors in this case, the leading Borel plane singularity 

would appear at bPo = 1, a result which is consistent with the operator product 

expansion for deep inelastic scattering. Using a model for the impact parameter 

dependence of the dipole-nucleon cross section, the location of the Borel plane 

singularities were found numerically using an iterative scheme and it was found 

that the leading Borel plane singularity appeared at bpo = 1 for every iteration, 

corresponding to an infra-red renormalon giving rise to (1/Q^) power correction 

terms. 
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In order to estimate the importance of the power corrections arising from the 

renormalon singularity, a specific prescription was used to determine the residue 

of the pole in the Borel plane at = 1 and it was found that at low values of 

the fixed coupling prediction provided by the BFKL result is not sufficient 

to wholly describe the structure functions at large rapidities and that the terms 

which arise from running the coupling become increasingly relevant. In summary, 

the analysis performed on the DIS structure functions suggests that power cor-

rections of order (1/Q^) are present when a running coupling is employed but 

the analysis presented here indicates that their magnitude relative to the fixed 

coupling contribution is not very important. It is unclear whether the effects dis-

covered in this study would have any major impact in resolving the contradiction 

between the intercept of the soft pomeron described in chapter 2 and the result 

arrived at from the BFKL approach at fixed coupling. An investigation into how 

the intercept of the BFKL pomeron is modified, which may include generation 

of higher iterations with a modified treatment of the convolution in Borel space, 

may prove to be an exciting area for further study. 
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